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PLEASE READ BEFORE ORDERING
VISACARD, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS AND PAYPAL ARE WELCOME HERE

PAYPAL
Pay with your credit card, bank account or Paypal balance 
through Paypal’s secure site.  You don’t need to have a Paypal 
account to use this option, it just means the transaction takes 
place through Paypal and gives you the options of paying 
with credit cards, directly from your bank account or with your 
paypal account.
How to do it....
Just tick the paypal box on the order form and write in your 
email address and we send you an email invoice. To pay the 
invoice, click the pay now button on the email and it will direct 
you to pay through Paypal.
Your email will only be used for communication through us to 
Paypal. It will not be passed on to any third parties.

TERMS
Payment with order or credit card number and expiry date please. We will not 
debit your card until your order is ready to be sent.
This catalogue supersedes all previous catalogues.
GUARANTEE
All plants are guaranteed to grow and be true to name and we will replace if 
satisfaction is not found within six months. Plants should be planted immedi-
ately upon arrival.
SUBSTITUTES
We will substitute to the nearest colour and the same or greater value at no 
extra cost to you if we sell out of a variety ordered, unless otherwise instructed. 
Some varieties sell out quickly, so if an order is a late one, please help us by 
adding two or three extra names to get the colours you want.
TIMES OF BUSINESS
We are a mail order business so we are closed to calling customers. 
POSTAGE RATES
Postage and handling per order or parcel
Vic.    $9.50    NSW $12.50       SA   $12.50
Tas.   $13.00    QLD. $14.00     WA. $15.00
Australian orders over $200.00 Post Free 
W.A Customers. Be aware that the W.A Govt sometimes charges quarantine 
fees when you bring in plants from interstate.It might be worth checking with 
them before you buy.
POSTAL OFFER
If you add $20.00 to your order instead of the regular postage for your state, we 
will add a recent introduction of our choice to the value of at least $30.00 to your 
order.
OVERSEAS ORDERS
We ship Iris to many countries each year. Please enquire for details.

CREDIT CARDS
If you use a credit card, we will not debit your card until we are ready to 
ship your order. 
PLEASE CHECK IF ORDERING THIS WAY, THAT YOUR CARD EXPIRY 
DATE WILL STILL BE VALID AT TIME OF DELIVERY.. When using a card 
also ensure that you have listed all 16 numbers (15 numbers for AMEX) 
and the expiry date. This can save us having to contact you about invalid 
cards. 
YOUR CARD IS INVALID WITHOUT THE EXPIRY DATE.

Payment can also be made by cheque or Money Order.

DELIVERY TIMES FOR ALL BEARDED IRIS 
Optimal time is November 21st to April 30th

GIFT VOUCHERS
Ideal for that gardening friend or family member for Christmas, birthday or 
any day 
really. Your choice of value. Enquire for details.

WILL THEY GROW IN YOUR AREA?
AREA TALL BEARDED IRIS MEDIAN IRIS DWARF IRIS

QLD coastal               NO         NO        NO

QLD inland eg Darling Downs              YES        YES       YES

NSW inland              YES        YES       YES

NSW coastal. North of Sydney               NO        NO        NO

VICTORIA              YES       YES       YES

TASMANIA              YES       YES       YES

SOUTH AUSTRALIA              YES       YES       YES

WEST AUSTRALIA (South of Perth)              YES       YES       YES

Tempo Two 2015-2016

Since Spring 2014 the nursery is no longer 
open for viewing during Iris flowering season. 
However, we are still putting out our catalogue 
each year with all the lastest Iris.

[[

Burgundy Blaze Chaos Theory Island Drumbeat

EARLIER CATALOGUES
Earlier issues of our catalogues are available at $3.00 each 
posted in Australia.
1999/00, 2000/01, 2001/02, 2002/03, 2006/07, 2007/08, 
2008/09, 2010/11, 2012/13, 2013/14, 2014/15

         Tempo Two P O Box 1109 Pearcedale Vic 3912.  Ph: 03 5978 6980 Fax: 03 5978 6235 
                            email: tempotwo66@bigpond.com   Web: www.tempotwo.com.au

ABN 72 794 488 049
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New Introductions 2015-2016

ALMOST FAMOUS (Blyth 2015 Aust) EM 23” Border Bearded.  
We called it Almost Famous because if this was a full sized Tall 
Bearded, it undoubtedly would have been famous. Gorgeous 
creamy white standards with a creamy edge, fading to white after 
the first day. The falls are medium apricot with blended apricot 
veining radiating out from the hafts. Beards are bright tangerine. 
Everything is in proportion to its height and there can be 3 perfect 
flowers out at once. It is fertile. Delicious! What a pedigree! 
((Keppel 00-163A: (Champagne Frost x Shoop 91-15) x Amber 
Snow x Ghio 88-180P from Puccini seedlings) X Sweetly Sung)  
Sdlg No S76-3                                                                    $40.00

ARGYLE KNIGHT (Blyth 2015 Aust) M 34”  We 
have been working towards better variegatas for 
over 30 years, and to improve them it has been 
much more difficult than first imagined. Only in the 
last 3 or 4 years are we starting to see variegatas 
that match the quality and form of other colour 
patterns of Bearded Iris. Argyle Knight is a move 
in the right direction. It is much more ruffled than 
any other variegata and the colour on the falls goes  
right up to the standards with very few haft marks. 
The standards are butter yellow and the falls are 
very velvety burgundy red and finished with a fine 
edge of buff. Beards are light bronze-gold. It has 
show stems with flower placement of 2 or 3 out 
at once spaced perfectly. Good grower and a fine 
parent. Fertile. (T32-2: Cross My Heart sib X (T147-
1: ((R38-3: Wicked Woman x Popstar) x (Wedding 
Belle x Starring)) X Beauty School)) Sdlg No V229-A                                                                                                      

$60.00

BASHFUL LOVE (Blyth 2015 Aust) VE 34” 
Beginning at the start of the Tall Bearded 
flowering season is this near pink amoena. The 
standards are white with a slight pink cast. Falls 
are soft pink with a lighter pink area in the centre. 
The very frilly and the ruffled edges are deeper 
pink. Beards are light tangerine. Gorgeous form 
and plenty of show stems for an early show. For 
us it is proving to be a superb parent for pinks and 
pink amoenas. We love it.  (Head Over Heels X 
(R61-1: (O118-1: Popstar x Looking Beautiful) x 
Adoree)) Sdlg No U262-1                                      $60.00

BIG SPENDER (Blyth 2014 Aust) ML  38”- 40” A big Iris, needs a bit of 
space, hence the name. The standards are soft icy blue and the falls are 
mid violet with ¼” edge of the standard colour. Beards are rusty tangerine. 
Plenty of show stems. Easy grower with huge plants and purple based 
foliage. A colour pattern that is very popular with today’s Iris fanciers. Very 
fertile. (Gypsy Lord X (Keppel 04-71D: Naughty Nights sib x Decadence))   
Sdlg No T31-4                 $50.00
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BE MINE TONIGHT (Blyth 2015 Aust) M 36” 
A distinctive showy bicolour. The standards are 
honey apricot and the falls are velvety reddish 
burgundy, shading to bluish burgundy in the centre 
and there is a sharp wire 1/16” edge of the standard colour. Beards are muted 
apricot tangerine. Flowers are very wide, full and jaunty. Ample buds and 
show stems. Typical Merry Amigo stance. (P134-1: (N61-3: Keppel 98-154B: 
Prince George x Sharpshooter) x (98-152J: Braggadocio x Prince George)) x 
(N309-14: Hint of Danger sib) X Merry Amigo)  Sdlg No. S232-1         $60.00

CHAOS THEORY (Blyth 2015 Aust) M 34” This 
is a real novelty for us: a flat Iris. So often flat 
Iris appear in the seedling rows and they are 
so unstable with form, reverting to a normal Tall 
Bearded. Total Chaos is consistent, no standards, 
just 6 falls and 6 beards. Style arms are white and 
prominent, while the falls are mid violet with a 
large white area covering around 1/3 of the fall, 
spraying our like a starburst. The 3 top falls cover 
virtually all the lower 3 falls. Not a fast increaser. 
It set a pod last season. (S191-1: Royal Orders x 
(Q24-Y: (Keppel 99-43S: Gypsy Lord sib) x 96-
50F Rio sib) X (Q24-A: (Keppel 99-43S: Gypsy 
Lord sib) x 96-50F Rio sib)   Sdlg No.U198-1               

$60.00

BRING ME DIAMONDS (Blyth 2015 
Aust) EM 36” Re From the first day this 
opened we knew this was going to be 
a winner coming from the lovely parent 
Magical. It is a sister to Diamond Broker. 
The standards are clear creamy-lemon, 
deepening slightly at the hafts. Falls are 
cream with a well defined application of 
gold across the hafts and coming down 
the falls to about the end of the beards. 
The beards are white, to soft cream 
and the outer ½” is tipped soft lavender. 
Virtually every stem is a show stem 
with 3 well spaced flowers out at once. 
It has also rebloomed for us now over 3 
years in late Autumn. Great grower and 
very fertile. Good parent and could give 
plicatas if crossed with a strong plicata. 
A favourite here. (T334-1: (O211-A: 
(L94-1: Ostentatious x (G48-5: Burst x 
Epicenter)) x (L266-1: (G48-5: Burst x 
Epicenter) x Zestful Miss)) X Magical) 
Sdlg No W81-4                           $75.00

BURGUNDY BLAZE (Blyth 2015 Aust) M 36” Good modern brown 
Iris have been few and far between over recent years, mainly because 
no one is hybridizing towards improving them. Here we have an Iris 
that came from a cross to see what coloured bicolours would emerge. 
The best one was this brown bitone. Standards are light tan and the 
falls are burgundy brown. Beards are gold. Flowers are wide and very 
ruffled. The colour tones go together well. Plenty of flowers on show 
stems. Fertility untried. Easy grower. (Stop Flirting X Buccaneer’s 
Prize)  Sdlg no T138-A                                               $50.00
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EMBRACE (Blyth 2015 Aust) 
ML 36” A vivid and unique plicata. 
Standards are white with very faint 
overall dotting and stitching of blue 
violet. Falls are bright white with 
3/8” edge of lavender blue stitching 
and dotting deepening at the hafts 
with brown tones. The flowers are 
set off with vivid tangerine beards. 

Good all round growth. Fertile. Coming mostly from 
Keppel plicata lines. (Keppel 06-139F: (02-80A: (98-
204-P: Charleston x ((Rosarita x ((Rancho Rose x 
Roundup sib x April Melody))) x Gigolo) x Power Surge)) 
x ((00-45A: Storm Track x Drama Queen)))) x Dreaming 
Clown) x Adoree) X Keppel 07-41E: Reckless Abandon 
x (Starship Enterprise x (sib x Sharp Shooter)) x Jazz 
Band)) Sdlg No. V172-2                                      $60.00

COOL RESPONSE (Blyth 2015 Aust) EM 34” The whitest of white 
standards are a lovely counterpoise to the falls which are white with a ¾” 
edge of lavender blue, blended and veined gently over the outer area. 
Beards are gold over white. Cool Response is such a satisfying Iris to grow 
and enjoy. Loads of flowers on show stems. There are many Iris with this 
pattern showing up in crosses and it is difficult to have one stand out. This 
one does. It is the Emma Cook pattern and not a plicata for those interested 
in hybridizing. Fertile. Coming from 2 great parents. (Merry Amigo X Center 
Ice)  Sdlg No V133-2                                                                            $60.00

DREAMS AND DESIRES (Blyth 2015 
Aust) L 36” Our field notes say about this 
“pretty gorgeous” The standards are white 
with a faint oyster pink infusion. Falls are 
white with soft pastel blue overlay and 
rosy tan hafts. Beards are lavender tipped 
tangerine. Beautiful branching and a joy 
to grow. A sister to I’m Posh (My Beloved 
X Haunted H  eart)  Sdlg No. V134-5                             

$60.00

ENDLESS SUNSHINE  (Blyth 2015 Aust) EM 34”  Possibly 
the brightest and most vibrant gold we have grown. This gold 
colour, from our experience, is coming from plicata breeding 
and if golds from plicatas are checked, it will be noted that 
they are usually very rich in colour. Endless Sunshine is an 
extremely rich gold with standards just slightly lighter than 
the falls. Flowers are so wide that the hafts easily overlap. 
Branching is good but stems can be slightly short to give 
champions every time, however we have seen plenty of show 
winning stems on a clump. As a spectacle in the garden, it is 

unsurpassed for brilliance. A good parent, giving golds, bicolours and plicatas. (S274-D: 
(O96-1: Temple Spirit sib x Astrobubbles)) x Upper Hand) X (T154-6: (R41-4: (P157-1: 
(N275-2: (L280-1: (G75-A: (E99-1: (B132-2: Holiday Lover x Love Comes) x Bygone Era) 
x (E158-2: (B202-1: Affaire x (Z55-3: (X108-2 x X108-10: Chocolate Vanilla sibs)) x (B164-
1:Chocolate Vanilla x Electrique))) x (G63-G: Mandarin Morning sib)) x (L133-1: (J141-1: 
Girl Thing sib x G63-B: Mandarin Morning sib))) x (L115-B: Shiver Of Gold sib)) x (O228-4: 
(L133-7: I’m Dreaming sib) x (L304-1: Platinum Class sib))) x (R79-1: I’m A Hussy sib))) 
Sdlg No V355-1                                                               $50.00
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I’M POSH (Blyth 2015 Aust) ML 35” 
When you cross one of Joe Ghio’s 
best Iris parents with one of Keith 
Keppel’s best, you would expect to 
come up with something very lovely. 
We have, combining the two excellent 
breeding lines and it could lead to 
many more lovely Iris when used as a 
parent. The colour is a self of creamy 
white with champagne at midribs and 
hafts. Beards are tangerine, tipped 
lavender. Excellent branching and a 
fine grower. Look at the photo to see 
for yourself. (My Beloved X Haunted 
Heart)   Sdlg No.V134-3           $60.00

FROSTFALL (Blyth 2015 Aust) VVE 34” So 
early, flowering with the Dwarf Iris. A pure white 
self with some texture veining of white and it has 
an overall icy cast. Beards are also white. Superb 
show branching and excellent growth. Great 
landscaping variety. We also note that flowers 
are particularly resistant to weather damage 
compared to other Iris. Another interesting feature 
is that its sibling, registered as Purist is also white 
and it is very, very late. Frostfall is well finished flowering when Purist 
begins flowering. Very fertile. (Love Match X Friendly Advice)Sdlg No 
V130-A                                                                      $50.00

GALWAY PIPER (Blyth 2015 Aust) M 40” Huge 
blooms on tall show stems make this a huge hit 
in the garden. Standards are pastel peach-salmon 
and falls are lilac to lilac pink, blended to deeper 
salmon at hafts and towards darker lilac in the 
fall centre. Beards are vivid tangerine. Coming 
from that lovely parent Magical. Fertile and a 
good parent ((T40-A: Novel Idea x Gypsy Lord) X 
Magical)  Sdlg No W51-1                             $50.00

I’M YOUR MAN  (Blyth 2015 Aust) 
E 38” A bicolour with some stature, 
standing up tall and proud, hence the 
name. The standards are lemon yellow, 
deepening slightly at the midribs. The 
falls are very difficult to describe and it is 
easier  if you look at the photo, however, 
basically they are a blend of light violet, 
shading to beige, then shading to mid 
brown and set off with an edge of tan 
brown. Beards are gold, lightening at the 
outer end to white tipped lemon. Wide, 
flared with large ruffles. Plenty of show 
stems and an easy parent for lots of 
colours (R93-2: (N306-1: House Guest 
x (L280-2: (G75-A: (E99-1: (B132-2: 
Holiday Lover x Love Comes) x Bygone 
Era) x (E158-2: (B202-1: Affaire x (Z55-
3: (X108-2 x X108-10: Chocolate Vanilla 
sibs)) x (B164-1: Chocolate Vanilla 
x Electrique))) x (G63-G: Mandarin 
Morning sib))) x (O228-4: (L133-7: I’m 
Dreaming sib) x (L304-1: Platinum Class 
sib))) X Venus Bay  (Sdlg U303-1 $50.00
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ISLAND DRUMBEAT (Blyth 2015 Aust) 
E 38” A striking variegata with luscious 
butterscotch standards. Falls are a rich 
mahogany red-brown, lightening very faintly 
at edges and just a few white flecks around 
the beards. Beards are soft orange. Ruffled 
and elegantly flared. Plenty of show stems 
and an easy grower. Fertile, giving plenty of 
fine variegata seedlings. (Red Skies X R50-
1: Mysterioso sib)  Sdlg No U151-2   $50.00

IVORY CASTLE (Blyth 2015 Aust) M 34” 
Delicious pastel that we can just class as a 
bitone. The standards are white with a slight 
blue cast and the midribs are cream-green. 
The falls are soft cream. Flowers are very 
wide and ruffled. This is a sister to Bring Me 
Diamonds and Diamond Broker and It is fertile 
but virtually untried as a parent. ((T334-1: 
(Ostentatious x (Burst x Epicenter)) x ((Burst 
x Epicenter) x Zestful Miss)) X Magical) Sdlg 
No W81-8                                           $60.00

LOST IN DREAMS (Blyth 2015 Aust) E 37” We 
have had a dream for a long time to find a pink 
amoena in our seedling rows that meets all the 
criteria of a quality Tall Bearded Iris. So far we have 
had several approaches, but never the real thing. 
Here is another selection that if it had pinker falls, 
would fill the bill. The standards are white with just 
a slight salmon flush at the midribs, though hardly 
noticeable; falls are rich smooth pastel salmon with no other colour. Beards are 
coral salmon. Blooms are wide, flared and ruffled and branching is fine. Good 
grower and it is also very fertile, giving pinker seedlings.  (T196-1: (R85-Y: Heart 
Of Dreams sib) x (R41-4: (P157-1: (N275-2: (L280-1: (G75-A: (E99-1: (B132-2: 
Holiday Lover x Love Comes) x Bygone Era) x (E158-2: (B202-1: Affaire x (Z55-
3: (X108-2 x X108-10: Chocolate Vanilla sibs)) x (B164-1:Chocolate Vanilla x 
Electrique))) x (G63-G: Mandarin Morning sib)) x (L133-1: (J141-1: Girl Thing 
sib x G63-B: Mandarin Morning sib))) x (L115-B: Shiver Of Gold sib)) x (O228-4: 
(L133-7: I’m Dreaming sib) x (L304-1: Platinum Class sib))) X Infatuate) Sdlg No 
V281-7         $60.00

INNOCENT MISS (Blyth 2015 Aust) ML 
35”    For the Iris lover that adores soft and 
gentle colours. This is such an Iris with white 
standards, slightly tinged cream. The falls are 
soft pastel blue, lightening slightly towards the 
centre. Beards are white to keep the subtlety. 
Branching is lovely with 3 and 4 flowers out 
at once. It has a gorgeous sweet perfume. 
Fertility is untried. Excellent grower. (Love 
Match X Friendly Advice) Sdlg No.V130-1  

$60.00
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JAZZ CLUB (Blyth 2015 Aust) EM 38” Honey 
tan standards have just a faint violet flush at the 
midribs. The falls are violet to more violet brown 
at the hafts and lightening slightly towards the 
edge. Around each fall is a blended edge of 
light brown. Beards are bright old gold. Wide 
ruffled flowers have overlapping hafts and stand 
proud on show stems. Good strong plants. It is 
fertile but not used much so far. (First Avenue 
X S213-1: Peal of Bells sib)  Sdlg No U330-2                                       

$50.00
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LUCY LOVEJOY (Lesley Blyth 
2015 Aust) ML 36” A very colourful 
combination. The standards are white 
with a faint cream cast when first open. 
Falls are white with an overlay, a wash 
and veining of lavender and the outer 
¼” of creamy white. Hafts are apricot 
coming down to about the end of the 
beards. Beards are vivid tangerine. Very 
ruffled flowers and plenty of show stems 
for a late show. Fertile. (Oratorio X 
Starring) Sdlg No 08L-53-3             $75.00

MILK IN MY COFFEE (Blyth 2015 Aust) VE 
36” One of the first to bloom each season and  
for us, the best brown amoena we have seen. 
Standards are white with a faint olive flush at 
the lower part of the midribs. The falls are mid 
brown, lightening slightly in the centre after the 
second day. Beards are mustard yellow.  Some 
show stems. Quite fertile but mostly untried 
as a parent. A different colour in the early part 
of the season. Striking! It has rebloomed on 
occasions. (S279-1: (O228-4: I’m Dreaming sib 
x Platinum Class sib) X Pirate Queen) Sdlg No 
U226-1                                                    $60.00

OLIVE WINDOWS (Blyth 2015 Aust) 
VVE 33” If you want a Tall Bearded Iris to 
flower before most of the Dwarf Bearded 
Iris are flowering, then here it is. It begins 
flowering for us in mid September and 
because of a high bud count, continues 
into the normal early TB season in 
October. So it may not be ideal for areas 
that have late frosts. Standards are 
lavender grey, blended olive at the hafts. 
Falls are mustard yellow to olive yellow. 
It is a distinct bicolour. Beards are gold. 
Wide very ruffled blooms on show stems. 
May be flowering for a late Daffodil show. 
It occasionally has rebloomed lightly in 
Summer. Good increaser and very fertile, 
particularly with Dwarf Bearded Iris. 
(Another Woman X Pirate Queen)  Sdlg 
No U119-1                                $50.00
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OCTOBER DREAMING (Blyth 2015 Aust) VE 35”  Flowering for us at 
the beginning of October, making it one of the earliest. Light creamy peach 
standards with slightly deeper midribs. Falls are light smooth salmon right 
to the edge. Beards are bright tangerine orange. Wide ruffled blooms on 
show stems. October Dreaming reminds us of an earlier introduction of 
15 years ago - Mandarin Morning. October Dreaming has given us some 
remarkable orange bicolours and golden amoenas. It can rebloom in 
Autumn (T146-3: (R32-Y; Pirate Queen sib x (R41-1: (P157-1: (N275-
1 : (L280-1: (G75-A: (E99-1: (B132-2: Holiday Lover x Love Comes) x 
Bygone Era) x (E158-2: (B202-1: Affaire x (Z55-3: (X108-2 x X108-10: 
Chocolate Vanilla sibs)) x (B164-1: Chocolate Vanilla x Electrique))) x 
(G63-G: Mandarin Morning sib)) X (L133-1: I’m Dreaming sib) x (L115-B: 
Shiver Of Gold sib) x (O228-4: I’m Dreaming sib x Platinum Class sib)) X 
(S115-A: Infatuate sib)) Sdlg No V242-1                                       $60.00

ONE FOR LATER (Blyth 2015 Aust) ML 40” This name was given because 
it come to full bloom towards the end of the season. The standards are 
soft peach and the falls are a shade or two lighter and the hafts are  a 
shade or two darker. Beards are tangerine. Every stem is a winner and it 
is a huge grower. Give it plenty of room. Wish we knew the pollen parent. 
Fertile (Magical X Unknown)  Sdlg No W25-2                                         $50.00

OPERA CALL (Blyth 2015 Aust) M 34” Cross a quality Keppel 
Iris with a quality Ghio Iris and here is the result. Just lovely! The 
standards are white with just a faint blended pastel lavender wire 
edge that fades after the first day. Falls are pure white with a ¾” 
edge of strong magenta violet. Beards are white tipped orange. 
Show stems and quite fertile. ((Keppel 02-179A: Bold Vision x 
Gypsy Lord sib) X Center Line)  Sdlg No.  V220-1                         $60.00

ORGANZA (Blyth 2015 Aust) EM 37” One of our favourites since its maiden bloom. 
Also proving to be a really good parent. Standards are white and falls are white 
with an overlay wash of soft violet, deepening around the hafts from deeper violet 
to brown violet. There is a well defined edge of white around the falls and a distinct 
wire edge of violet in warmer weather. Beards are muted light tangerine. Good easy 
grower and most stems are show worthy. (In High Heels X Hello Beautiful) Sdlg No 
V337-2                  $60.00
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PAINTED WORDS (Blyth 2015 Aust) 
EM 33” We have had lots of comments 
about this new Iris. The standards are 
honey butterscotch with a faint wash and 
veining of magenta. The falls are rose 
magenta with a 3/8” edge of the standard 
colour of honey butterscotch. Beards are 
burnt tangerine orange. Full rounded 
flowers, lightly ruffled. Branching is 
variable. Some show stem and some are 
high branched. It makes a great show 
and it is also an unusual colour pattern. 

Fertile but untried. Good grower. (Q19-4: Electric Candy sib X S213-
1: Peal of Bells sib) Sdlg No U329-1                                      $60.00

PEPPERJACK (Blyth 2015 Aust) 
EM 36” A striking bicolour plicata. 
The standards are creamy lemon, 
closed and ruffled. Falls are white 
with 3/8” dotted edge of smoky 
magenta. There is also a wide 
band of dark burgundy right across 
the top of the falls and each side 
of the beards. Beards are white 
tipped brown. Ruffled blooms on 
show stems. Slow increaser with 
big plants. Fertile. Closely related 
to French Butterfly.  A half reciprocal 

cousin and a reciprocal half sister to Polkerdot Tapestry? (Brushwork 
X T154-3: (R41-4: (P157-1: (N275-2: (L280-1: (G75-A: (E99-1: (B132-
2: Holiday Lover x Love Comes) x Bygone Era) x (E158-2: (B202-1: 
Affaire x (Z55-3: (X108-2 x X108-10: Chocolate Vanilla sibs)) x (B164-
1:Chocolate Vanilla x Electrique))) x (G63-G: Mandarin Morning sib)) 
x (L133-1: (J141-1: Girl Thing sib x G63-B: Mandarin Morning sib))) x 
(L115-B: Shiver Of Gold sib)) x (O228-4: (L133-7: I’m Dreaming sib) 
x (L304-1: Platinum Class sib))) x (R79-1: I’m A Hussy sib)) Sdlg No 
V351-3                                                                                        $60.00

POLKERDOT TAPESTRY (Blyth 2015) Aust EM 38” A very pretty plicata 
that is rather complex to describe. Standards are white with an all over haze 
and dotting of soft lavender. Falls are white with ¾” wide dotted edge of violet 
and with a fine wire edge of lilac. Across the hafts is a broad application of 
burgundy brown. Beards are white tipped soft orange. Tall well branched show 
stems display the huge blooms very well. Large plants but slow increaser. 
Fertile and a fun parent. A reciprocal half sister to Pepperjack? (T154-3: 
(R41-4: (P157-1: (N275-2: (L280-1: (G75-A: (E99-1: (B132-2: Holiday Lover x 
Love Comes) x Bygone Era) x (E158-2: (B202-1: Affaire x (Z55-3: (X108-2 x 
X108-10: Chocolate Vanilla sibs)) x (B164-1:Chocolate Vanilla x Electrique))) 
x (G63-G: Mandarin Morning sib)) x (L133-1: (J141-1: Girl Thing sib x G63-B: 
Mandarin Morning sib))) x (L115-B: Shiver Of Gold sib)) x (O228-4: (L133-7: 
I’m Dreaming sib) x (L304-1: Platinum Class sib))) x (R79-1: I’m A Hussy sib)) 
X S262-B: Brushwork sib)  Sdlg No V249-4                                           $75.00

PASSIONISTA (Blyth 2015 Aust) ML 38”  A 
gorgeous and exciting Iris. It has to be seen to be 
really appreciated. The standards are pure white, 
no other colour. Falls are rich violet-purple with 
a huge white starburst pattern radiating out from 
around the orange tangerine beards. It is finished 
off with a 1/16” edge of lilac. Beautiful branching 
displaying the huge blooms to perfection. 
Sister to Sassy Sister. Fertile. ((Keppel 03-12A: 
Undercurrent x Parisian Dawn) X Dinner Talk)  
Sdlg No. T68-H                                          $75.00
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PRIVATE MATTERS (Lesley Blyth 2015 Aust) 
ML 36” The contrast in colour is remarkable. The 
falls are pristine white and the falls are lustrous 
purple to purple black, lightening slightly towards 
the edge. Beards are striking orange over purple. 
Lovely lightly ruffled form with excellent branching. 
Plants are big and strong. It has performed so 
well here since its maiden bloom. It has a lovely 

sweet perfume. Fertile but difficult. (Lets Romp X Starring) Sdlg No 
08L-73-3                                                                                 $60.00

QUANTUM LIGHT (Blyth 2015 Aust) VVE 
36” The loveliest yellow amoena we have 
named. Standards are white and falls are 
lemon yellow with a faint 1/16” edge of 
cream. Beards are yellow. Blooms are wide, 
gorgeously ruffled. Some show stems on a 
clump. In the garden it is quite stunning. 
We love it. Fertile. (S115-D: Infatuate sib X 
Certain Magic) Sdlg No V318-1       $60.00

QUAFFABLE (Blyth 2015 Aust) M 37” Standards are 
blue-white and the falls are soft lavender-blue with lavender 
veining radiating over the falls. What else would one expect 
coming from two parents that have the same pattern. The 
beards are light navy blue with orange tips in the throat. 
Super show branching and you can see the lovely form in the 
photo. Light sweet perfume. Fertile, though mostly untried. 
(Hysteria X Haunted Heart) Sdlg No V122-5              $60.00

PURIST (Blyth 2015 Aust) VL 35” If you looking 
for that green Iris, then here is an interesting 
approach. The standards are white with a strong 
green-cream flush up the midribs. Falls are white 
with green-lemon shading around the hafts and 
about 1/3rd of the way down the falls. There is also 
green texture veining all over the falls. Beards are 
white, tipped lemon in the throat. Beautiful form, 
extra substance and great branching. To finish it off, 

a beautiful sweet fragrance. A sister to Frostfall, though there is nearly 6  
weeks between them in their flowering times. Amazing! Fertility untried. 
(Love Match X Friendly Advice) Sdlg No V130-B                        $60.00
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SHERBET BOMB (Blyth 2015 Aust) VEM 
34” Another step towards a pink amoena, 
however this is not an amoena. Standards 
are champagne-lilac-cream with a blended 
edge of champagne pink and the midribs are 
a bit deeper in colour. Falls as near as we can 
say are rose pink over lemon. A scrumptious 
colour combination. Beards are tangerine red. 
As the photo shows, flowers are full, wide and 
ruffled. Some show stems and it gives lovely 
seedlings. (T196-1: (R85-Y: Alpine Harmony 
x Adoree)) x R41-1: (P157-1: (N275-1: (L280-1: (G75-A: 
(E99-1: (B132-2: Holiday Lover x Love Comes) x Bygone 
Era) x (E158-2: (B202-1: Affaire x (Z55-3: (X108-2 x X108-
10: Chocolate Vanilla sibs)) x (B164-1: Chocolate Vanilla x 
Electrique))) x (G63-G: Mandarin Morning sib)) X (L133-1: 
I’m Dreaming sib) x (L115-B: Shiver Of Gold sib) x (O228-4: 
I’m Dreaming sib x Platinum Class sib)) X Infatuate) Seedling 
No.V281-5                                                                                         $75.00

ROVING GAMBLER (Blyth 2014 Aust) EM 
35” A very striking plicata and we think unique 
in its pattern. Standards are buff yellow and the 
falls are cream, deepening towards the edge 
to become light lemon. There is a 3/8” edge of 
stitching and dotting of red brown completely 
around the falls and a small “V” of brown around 
the beards which are light mustard. Wide form, 
lightly ruffled and lilting. It has produced some 
interesting plicata seedlings but mostly untried 
as a parent. (Spice Lord X I’m A Hussy)  Sdlg 
No. T134-1                                                  $60.00

SHE (Blyth 2015 Aust) L 35” For us, a 
very lacy creation; as lacy as they come. 
A complete self of pastel salmon and the 
beards are a shade darker. Check out the 
photo to see the ruffle and lace. Some show 
stems if you have a late show. Flowering 
for us the 2nd week of November. Fertility 
untried. (Eye Candy X Decadence)   Sdlg 
No T15-1                                            $60.00

SECRET STATUS (Blyth 2015 Aust) ML 35”  Selected from many 
saved seedlings from the cross. This has champagne standards, 
infused pinkish peach at the midribs. Falls are bright burgundy red 
with conspicuous texture veining of black burgundy. There is a faintly 
noticeable ¼” edge of beige. Beards are burgundy, tipped white on 
the outer ½” and bronze on the inner part. Lovely wide lightly ruffled 
blooms on show stem branching. Very fertile.  Striking and different. 
(Hysteria X Haunted Heart)  Sdlg No.V122-4                           $60.00
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TITIAN SILK (Blyth 2015 Aust) EM 34”  
Lovely soft lilac with slightly deeper shades 
of lilac at the hafts. Beards are white tipped 
tangerine. Excellent grower with some show 
stems. Gorgeous as a clump. Fertility untried. 
Ladies love this one. (R60-4: Head Over Heels 
sib x Adoranova) Sdlg No. V373-1         $50.00

TANTALIZING (Blyth 2015 Aust) EM 33” Contrasting and different 
are words that come to mind on first seeing this amoena. The 
standards are white with just a faint icy lilac cast on the first day 
of opening. The falls are raspberry, lightening to raspberry cream 
in the centre. The beards are huge and long and are striking 
tangerine. Ruffled flowers are well displayed on show stems. It is 
fertile but mostly untried as a parent. It is a sister to Colours of 
the Wind (Stylish Edge X (T315-A: Chasing Destiny sib)) Sdlg No. 
V332-5                                                                                    $60.00

SHY GIRL (Blyth 2015 Aust) M 36” We think of this as a 
ladies’ Iris as pinks are so popular with women and often 
used by them for floral art. This has soft pastel peach pink 
standards and the falls are the same pink with deepening 
coral hafts. Beards are coral pink and the outer ½” is white. 
It is a great grower with show stems and good increase. 
Fertile, though mostly untried. (Picture Book X Avenue Of 
Dreams)  Sdlg No U147-2                                                                 $50.00

SOUL SINGER (Blyth 2015 Aust) ML 
37” This is an unusual shade of blue, 
a shade we have not seen before.  It is 
blue violet or light navy blue, with the falls 
being just a shade darker and with a ¼” 
edge of the standard colour. Beards set 
the flowers off and are vibrant mustard 
yellow. It is quite a contrast and stands 
out among any colours in the garden. It is 
stately with strong stems, lots of flowers 
and an easy grower. Fertility untried  
(S13-D: Dance a Dance sib x Unknown) Sdlg No 
W85-1                                                       $50.00
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YOU’RE GORGEOUS (Blyth 2015 Aust) 
EM 33” Creamy pastel honey buff standards 
and falls of lavender blue, lightening to cream 
towards the centre. Beards are tangerine 
over lemon, deepening in the throat.  The 
name says it all. Fertile.  ( S133-C: (Q5-1: 
Advance To Go sib) x (Q74-3: (O46-1: (99-
139A: Royal Majesty sib) x (H165-9: He Can 
Dance sib)) x Puff The Magic) X (S111-C: 
Ballerina Queen x Are We In Love)) Sdlg No. 
V328-1                                               $50.00

WOVEN SUNLIGHT (Blyth 2015 Aust) M 34”  
Bright butter yellow standards and the falls are a 
shade lighter then overlaid with woven yellow and 
light brown shadings. The photo shows the pattern. 
Beards are golden orange. Flowers are very ruffled 
to lace. Branching is OK, but a bit tight for showing, 
however it does make a magnificent show in the 
garden.(Secret Rites x (R41-4: (P157-1: (N275-2: 
(L280-1: (G75-A: (E99-1: (B132-2: Holiday Lover 
x Love Comes) x Bygone Era) x (E158-2: (B202-
1: Affaire x (Z55-3: (X108-2 x X108-10: Chocolate 
Vanilla sibs)) x (B164-1:Chocolate Vanilla x 

Electrique))) x (G63-G: Mandarin Morning sib)) x (L133-1: (J141-1: Girl Thing 
sib x G63-B: Mandarin Morning sib))) x (L115-B: Shiver Of Gold sib)) x (O228-4: 
(L133-7: I’m Dreaming sib) x (L304-1: Platinum Class sib))) Sdlg No U154-AA                                                                                                

$50.00

VALLEY OF DREAMS (Blyth 2015 Aust) M 36”  We have been delighted with this variety since it’s initial bloom. Quite excited in fact. The standards 
are icy lavender-lilac, infused honey gold at the midribs. The falls are rich sienna brown, slightly lighter around the beards. The beards are orange over 
white. Wide, flared and ruffled. Lovely show branching and a rapid grower. Very fertile and proving to be an excellent parent with many new bicolour 
patterns showing up. (Thrillionaire X S115-D: Infatuate sib)  Sdlg No. V277-1                                             $60.00          
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Tall Bearded Iris - General Listing 2015-2016
Bearded Iris are very easy to grow. They have two major requirements: they need full sun and well-drained soil. North- 
north-west aspect is optimum. Plant  the rhizome with 1cm of soil covering it. Border Beardeds are shorter, around 2ft or 
60+cm and could better suit a windier area.

ABOVE THE RIM (M Sutton 11 USA) 
ML Re 34” Ruffled pale lemon standards 
over white falls edged red-purple. Beards 
orange-yellow. (((World Premier x High 
Point) x (Prince George x Flight Com-
mander)) X Mountain Sunrise) $30.00

ABSOLUTE CUTE (Blyth 2014 Aust) M 25” Border Bearded. All ruffled laven-
der-pinks and rose. White beards tipped tangerine. Show stems. Will set seed. 
((Painted Flutes x (Chocolates and Silk x Decadence) X Amorous Heart  $35.00  

ACTION PACKED (Black 11 USA) ML 
36” Very light tan standards with promi-
nent wine veining. Falls velvety wine with 
white rays around violet beards tipped rich 
orange. (Magic Masquerade X ((Sensual 
Elegance x Romantic Evening) x Snowed 
In))                                                  $30.00

ADORANOVA (Blyth 12 Aust) EM 36” 
Lovely ruffled and balanced flowers. 
Show stems. Very fertile. Good parent. 
(Glad All Over X Adoree)           $25.00 

ADOREE (Blyth 09 Aust) VE-M 35” 
Named after Barry’s mum, Adoree Per-
nettya,now 96 years old. A colour break 
that is giving exciting seedlings. Well-
branched, sweet perfume and fertile both 
ways. ((Holiday Lover x Love Comes) x 
Bygone Era) x (Affaire x (Chocolate Vanil-
la x Electrique) x Mandarin Morning sib) X 
(Girl Thing sib x Mandarin Morning sib)) 
HM 11 USA  AM 13 USA                   $25.00

AZTEC ART (Johnson 09 USA) EM 33” 
Bright yellow-gold standards; mahoga-
ny falls with large yellow-gold sunburst 
around vibrant orange-gold beards. HM 
11 (Bold Vision X Next Millenium) $25.00

ALL NIGHT LONG (Duncan 05 USA)   
Delightful heavily-ruffled black with 
matching beards. HM 07 AM 09 (Holly-
wood Nights X Black Tie Affair) $22.50ALL NIGHT LONG

Don’t be scared. Iris LOVE frost.

General Listing 2015-2016

NEW!
NEW!

NEW!
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AURA OF GLAMOUR (Blyth 14 Aust) EM 38” Just about a perfect show 
Iris. A rich lemon-yellow self all ruffles, flounce and form. Superb branch-
ing. Fertile. Easy parent. (Head Over Heels X (Oxford Countess x Upper 
Hand))                $35.00

AVENUE OF DREAMS (Blyth 12 Aust) ML 40” Un-
usual and gorgeous. Super branching with loads of 
buds and lovely form. Proving to be a good parent. 
Sweet perfume. HM 14 USA (Art At Dawn sib X (Paris 
Fashion x Aflutter sib))      $30.00

BALLET PERFORMANCE (Johnson 07 
USA) E 31”  Striking rose and white plica-
ta with ruffled petals. (Master Plan X I’ve 
Got Rhythm)               $22.50

BABY I LOVE YOU (Black 12 USA) ML 
35” White standards. Chartreuse falls with 
white star pattern and rims. Ruffled, over-
lapping falls. White tipped orange beards. 
Sweet perfume. Super branching. Difficult 
parent. ((Candy Clouds x Safari Sunset 
sib) X (Cast of Characters x Decadence))  
               $35.00

BEST AND BRIGHTEST (Black 12 USA) 
MVL 36” Bright mid lemon-yellow. Mar-
igold beards. (Magic Masquerade sib X 
Cheap Frills)                                   $25.00

BEAUTY CONTEST (Black 13 USA) M 
35” Heavily-ruffled pale peach standards 
over grape purple falls that are edged with 
pale peach. Beards purple tipped coral. 
(Sirocco Mist X Dinner Talk)          $35.00

BETTER THAN BUTTER (Black 10 USA) 
EML 41” White standards edged yellow. 
Falls medium yellow with a brighter edge. 
Beards are yellow tipped tangerine. Showy 
and pretty. HM 12  AM 14 (Jersey Bounce X 
(Secret Admirer x Chiffon Ruffles) $25.00

BEQUEST (Blyth 13 Aust) M 37” Every 
stem is a show stem. Fertile. Good ped-
igree for hybridizing plicatas. (((Ostenta-
tious x (Burst x Epicenter)) x (Burst x Epi-
center) x Zestful Miss)) X Cheap Frills)  
               $25.00

Keep annuals and groundcover plants (including weeds!) away from your Iris rhizomes 
as the shade they create will lessen or stop the next year’s flowering. If covered over for 

some months, the rhizomes will rot away.

NEW! NEW!

NEW!
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General Listing 2015-2016

BLUE TRILL (Black 10 USA) EML 39”  
Beautiful sky-blue with matching beards. 
Fragrant. ((Quite The Reverse x All Silent) 
X Mythology)               $30.00

BLUEBERRY PARFAIT (Schreiner 09 
USA) EM 36” Snowy-white standards and 
white falls heavily-edged violet with a light-
er rim. Pale lemon beards. (World Premier 
x HH132-1: (Color Me Blue x CC171-2: 
(W167-1, Northwest Pride sib x Riverboat 
Blues))) X Can’t Touch This )           $25.00

BRAZILIAN ART (Keppel 08 USA) ML 
32” Standards are apricot and falls are 
apricot with a wide, deep, raspberry edge. 
Rich orange beards. ((Braggadocio x 
Prince George) X Rio)             $25.00

BRUSHWORK (Blyth 14 Aust) EM 36” 
Show stems on this stunning plicata. Pal-
est beige standards with the faintest lav-
ender markings. Falls are white with edg-
es dotted with plum. Old-gold to bronze 
beards. Lightly-ruffled wide falls. Show 
stems.(Another Woman X (L1304-1: Plat-
inum Class sib x (M31-1: Wearing Rubies 
x Ennoble)))               $55.00

CAN’T TOUCH THIS (Schreiner 04 
USA) EM 36” White standards; white 
falls with wide blue rim. Lemon beards. 
HM 06 (very complex blue Schreiner line)                 

$25.00

BLOWING KISSES (Keppel 07 USA) ML 
40” Excellent colour clarity and branching. 
Up to 14 buds. HM 09 (Mild Manner X My 
Ginny)                           $25.00

BOWLED OVER (Ghio 05 USA) ML 
36” Beautiful ruffles in coral-pink and or-
chid-pink. Lots of buds. Good parent. HM 
07 (Natural Blond X Thinking of You)  
                $25.00

BRIGHT SUNSHINY DAY (Johnson 10 
USA) M 41” Bright yellow standards and 
yellow-gold  falls speckled and lined ma-
hogany. HM 12 (Impulsive X Whispering 
Spirits)                 $25.00

BUONGIORNO (Blyth 12 Aust) M 36” 
Plenty of show stems. Big plants and a 
slow increaser. Fertile. (Thundermaker X 
Stop Flirting)                $22.50 BUONGIORNO

NEW!

NEW!
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BUSH HONEY (Blyth 14 Aust) EM 36” A unique colour combina-
tion in creamy-grey with a mustard overlay on falls. Beards mus-
tard over soft violet. Flowers are beautifully balalnced, ruffled and 
fluted. Plenty of buds and good show stems. Good parent. (First 
Avenue X Peal of Bells sib)          $40.00

CAPTAIN THUNDERBOLT (Blyth 11 
Aust) EM 36” Stands out from the crowd! 
Ruffled flowers with plenty of show stems. 
Fertile. (By Jeeves X (Taste The Magic x 
Reckless in Denim))               $25.00

CATWALK QUEEN (Johnson 11 USA) M 
34” Golden-yellow standards over white 
falls lightly washed lilac and a gold edge. 
Beards orange-gold (In Living Colour X 
Hold My Hand)                $25.00

BUTTERFLY AFFAIR (Blyth 13 Aust) EM 36” Standards are 
lavender-blue and falls are light olive over grey with a fine 
grey wire edge. Beards are old-gold over white. Flowers are 
lightly-ruffled and have a jaunty air about them. Show branch-
ing and a lovely sweet perfume. (R41-2: (Holiday Lover x 
Love Comes) x Bygone Era) x (Affaire x (Chocolate Vanilla 
sibs)) x (Chocolate Vanilla x Electrique))) x (Mandarin Morn-
ing sib)) x ( I’m Dreaming sib) x ((Platinum Class sib x I’m 
Dreaming sib)) X Dancing On Air)                                $45.00

CAPTAIN’S CHOICE (Schreiner 09 
USA) EM 35” Standards ice-lavender 
over plush violet falls, paler edge. Gold 
beards. (Midnight Majesty X Can’t Touch 
This)                $25.00

CERTAIN MAGIC (Blyth 12 Aust) VEM 
37” Flowers are full and ruffled with light 
lace and are well-branched. Strong plants. 
(Alpine Harmony X (I’m Dreaming sib x 
(Platinum Class sib))              $25.00

CALMING INFLUENCE (L Blyth 13 Aust) 
EM 36” Flowers are wide, lighlly ruffled 
and nicely balanced. Show branching and 
very pleasing in a clump. Fertile. (Scottish 
Reel X (Florentine Silk x Restless Heart 
sib))                             $25.00

CENTER ICE (Ghio 10 USA) VE 32” 
White standards over white falls with a 
rosy-violet band. Beards are cream. Good 
show Iris. HM 12 ((Marching Band sib x 
Pop Idol sib) X (((Brave Face x (Impulsive 
sib x Dear Jean)) x (Sdlg x Seakist)) x 
Comfortable sib))                $35.00
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Grow your Iris with Roses. The fertiliz-
er requirements are similar and spray 
used for black spot on the roses won’t 

harm the Iris.
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CHOCOLATIER (Blyth 14 Aust) LVL 35” Chocolate-brown stand-
ards and plush chocolate-brown falls. Bronze beards. Good branch-
ing and fertile. (Ginger Ice X Fortunate Son)            $50.00

COLOUR BAZAAR (Blyth 13 Aust) ML 
36” Bright gold standards over basical-
ly white falls with an overlay of lavender. 
The hafts are burgundy-rose with bright 
gold around the beards.There is a light 
rose-burgundy band above a wide gold 
edge. Flowers are wide and ruffled on 
show stems. Fertile. (Gypsy Lord X Carni-
val Capers)                $45.00

CINDERELLA’S SECRET (Blyth 12 
Aust) VEE 36” Buff-cream to violet-tan 
standards over deep apricot falls. Tange-
rine beards. Well-branched show stems 
and a light sweet perfume. (Adoree X (I’m 
Dreaming sib x Platinum Class sib))  
                             $50.00

CLASS RING (Keppel 10 USA) EM 36” 
Dark rose-russet and cream plicata with 
lovely branching and up to 11 buds. HM 
12 (Palace Gossip x Spice Lord) X I’ve 
Got Rhythm)                $25.00

CHASING DESTINY (Blyth 13 Aust) EM 37” Lavender-lilac 
standards over rosy-lilac falls. Beards are bright tangerine. 
Wide and lightly ruffled. Good parent with show stems. ((Paint-
ed Flutes x (Chocolates and Silk x Decadence)) X Adoree) 
                                  $40.00

COMEDY (Ghio 07 USA) ML 36” Very ruf-
fled lovely bicolour with excellent branch-
ing. (Original Art X unknown)         $25.00

CINQUE TERRE (Schreiner 11 USA) L 
38” Blended violet standards over blend-
ed tan falls with a darker rim. Beards yel-
low. (Blushing Kiss X involved Schreiner 
sdlgs)                 $25.00

COLOURS OF THE WIND (Blyth 14 
Aust) EM 34” Pure white standards. Falls 
have layers of colour; the base colour is 
cream with an apricot-beige layer over it 
and a further layer of dots and veining in 
light violet. Beards are vivid red. Ruffled 
flowers on show stems. Fertile. (Stylish 
Edge X Chasing Destiny sib)          $50.00

General Listing 2015-2016

NEW!
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COTILLION GOWN (Keppel 13 USA) EM 
35” Light lemon-apricot-buff with light ber-
ry veining on falls. Tangerine beards (Juicy 
Rumours X Are We In Love)           $25.00

DANCE A DANCE (Blyth 11 Aust) VEM 38” Flowers are ruffled 
and full with lovely form. Plenty of show stems. (Hold My Hand X 
(Restless Heart x Dance Recital)        $25.00CROSS MY HEART (Blyth 12 Aust) ML 35” Lots of flowers make 

a wonderful garden display. Show bench stems. Fertile and carries 
its colour patterning to next generation. (In Love Again X Dinner 
Talk)                           $30.00

DANCE WITH DRAGONS (Blyth 14 
Aust) E 40” Pinkish-mushroom standards 
with rosy-violet falls. Striking black-brown 
beards. Huge blooms. Strong grower. 
Show stems and fertile. (Enter The Drag-
on X Chocolates and Silk)               $35.00

DASH OF BURGUNDY (Blyth 14 Aust) 
ML 36” Burgundy-brown standards and 
similar falls with more magenta towards 
the centre. Rich deep brown beards. Mag-
nificent blooms on well-branched stems. 
Super grower. Fertile. Good parent. (Stop 
Flirting X Prince of Hearts)              $50.00

DANGEROUS LIAISON (Schreiner 11 
USA) M 36” Light violet standards and 
plush purple falls with a lighter rim. HM 14 
(Starring X KK741-1: (Seakist x DD1196-
1: (Burgermeister x W367-B: (R310-A, 
Summer Fiesta sib x R97-C: (King’s Trib-
ute x I375-2: (Dusky Dancer x Storm Flur-
ry)))))                 $25.00

CRAZY IN LOVE (Schreiner 04 USA) 
ML 38” Makes a colourful garden display. 
HM 06 (Country Charm X ((Showbiz x Su-
preme Sultan) x Vigilante))              $25.00

DANCE TIL DAWN (Johnson 11 USA) 
M 36” Golden yellow with lighter patch 
around tangerine beards. Ruffled. (Deca-
dence X Dream Team)              $25.00

NEW!

NEW!

How about trying your hand at hy-
bridizing Iris. We need more hybridiz-
ers to play about and come up with 
more colour combinations, horns and 

flounces, stripes and dots and.... 
It could be YOU
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General Listing 2015-2016

DISGUISE (Johnson 06 USA) E 37” 
Orchid-buff standards over maroon falls. 
Rusty-orange beard. HM 09 (San Miguel 
X Romantic Evening)              $25.00

DESERT MOTH (Keppel 12 USA) M 30”  
Coffee-tan infused amethyst standards. 
Falls Sunlight to amber-yellow. Beards 
rich burnt orange. (Opposing Forces sib x 
Mysterious Ways sib) X (96-28B x Safari 
Sunset)                $35.00

DASHING SQUIRE (Blyth 14 Aust) EM 34” A classic neglecta with 
icy lilac-blue standards. Falls are deep rich violet with a neat white halo 
around white beards tipped golden-apricot. Show stems. Fertile. ((Puff 
The Magic x (Noble Dragon x Reckless In Denim) x (Honey Dripper 
sib) X Arthouse)                   $50.00

DREAMING CLOWN (Muska 99 Slov) 
M 36” Ruffled brownish-lilac plicata with 
a rich yellow ground. Mustard beards. 
(Spacelight Sketch X (Zuzana x Calicob-
all))                $25.00

DEVIL’S DUCHESS (Blyth 13 Aust) ML 36” Flowers are 
extremely ruffled and horizontally flared. Show branching 
and a good grower. (Silk Road X (Keppel 01-81D: Rio sib x 
(Balderdash x Starring)))                $30.00

DODGER BLUE (Schreiner 10 USA) 
EM 35” Vibrant light-blue self with white 
beards,yellow in throat. (Above The 
Clouds X Abiqua Falls)                   $30.00

DIAMOND BROKER (Blyth 14 Aust) EM 
36” Frilly standards are light lemon-cream 
lightening towards edge. Falls creamy-
white with lemon-cream rims. Golden 
beards. Abundant buds and superb show 
stems. (((Ostentatious x (Burst x Epi-
center)) x ((Burst x Epicenter) x Zestful 
Miss)) X Magical)               $50.00

DAWN TO DUSK (Schreiner 08 USA) L 
36” Dusky rose-pink standards. Falls are 
velvety purple with a lighter rim. Old gold 
beards. (((Rosette Wine sib x Mulberry 
Punch) x Wayside’s Apricot Delite) X Bra-
zilian Holiday)               $25.00

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

There are detailed cultural 
notes on the inside back 
cover.
Cultural notes are sent with 
each order.
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DIAMONDS AND RUBIES (Blyth 14 Aust) EM 40”  Almost a 
red-brown amoena. Gold beards. Huge, lightly-ruffled blooms. 
Show-stem branching. Fertile. (Alpine Harmony x Adoree) X R41-
4: ((((((Holiday Lover x Love Comes) x Bygone Era) x ((Affair x 
((Chocolate vanilla sibs)) x (Chocolate Vanilla x Electrique))) x 
(Mandarin Morning sib)) X (I’m Dreaming sib) x (Shiver of Gold 
sib))              $45.00

EDGE OF THE WORLD (M Sutton 10 
USA) Em Re 32” Standards are blue-vi-
olet with a coffee rim. Falls velvety-black 
with brick-brown beards. Ruffled and ser-
rated petals. Spicy fragrance. (Snow Melt 
x Ghio 98-3F, Applause Line pollen par-
ent) X (Connie Sue x Ghio 98-3F) $25.00

DRAGON KISS (Blyth 13 Aust) EM 25” Border Bearded 
One of the most interesting and lovely Iris we have ever 
grown. Luscious soft pink with brown beards. Most stems 
are show stems. Fertile but not easy.  (Enter The Dragon X 
Treasured)                 $35.00

FASHION DIVA (Johnson 09 USA) EM 
38” Dusky-rose standards. Falls deep 
rose-wine with a lighter rose edge. Rich 
orange beards. HM 11 ((Louisa’s Song X 
(Confidante x Crazy For You)         $25.00

ENGAGEMENT RING (Ghio 10 USA) 
EML 34” Very ruffled champagne-gold 
standards. Falls are white with a wide 
rose-orchid band. Beards are bushy yel-
low. (Candy Clouds X Painter’s Choice)  
                $30.00

EDIFICE (Ghio 09 USA) M 36” Standards 
are orchid and falls orchid with a deeper 
ruffled edges. Tangerine beards.HM 11 
(Picture Book sib X Resonance sib) $25.00

FAST TALKER (Blyth 14 Aust) M 38” 
Standards beige-grey, soft rose flush. 
Falls velvety blue-black with a light fine 
wire edge. Beards are muted bronze. 
Lovely form, super branching and a good 
grower. Fertile and a good parent. (Merry 
Amigo X Haunted Heart)             $40.00
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FASHION DIVA
FAST TALKER

NEW!

NEW!
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General Listing 2015-2016

FABRIC OF DREAMS (Blyth 11 Aust) ML 33” Ruffled and fluted 
rich bicolour. Excellent branching and show stems. (Wild Sugar X 
Crowns For Credit sib)               $25.00

FIRST AVENUE (Blyth 11 Aust) M 40” 
Magical form with billowing ruffles and flut-
ing. Super branching. Great parent. (Bol-
lywood sib X ((Crystal Gazer sib x Poem 
of Ecstacy) x Dance Recital)           $35.00

FIRST PICK (Schreiner 11 USA) VE 36” 
Burgundy red standards over creamy-
white falls heavily edged and dotted bur-
gundy-red. Beards burgundy-red. ((Place 
Your Bets sib X (Indiscreet x Vibrations)) 

$30.00

FLAME AMBER (Keppel 09 USA) EML 
38” Standards rose and apricot. Falls 
orange-amber undertoned rose. Beards 
red-orange. Ruffled blooms, great stalks 
and long flowering season. HM 11 (Drinks 
At Sunset X Wearing Rubies)         $22.50

FLASHINATOR (Blyth 13 Aust) VVE-E 
34” What a stunner!  Golden standards, 
plush burgundy falls edged beige-tan. 
Beards orange-gold. Flowers ruffled and 
fluted with some show stems. Good par-
ent. (Another Woman X (Platinum Class 
sib x Wearing Rubies x Ennoble))) $40.00

 FINE DROP (Blyth 12 Aust) M 37” All 
ruffled and strong burgundy self. Good 
branching. Makes a spectacular display 
in the garden. (Ginger Ice X Palace Sym-
phony sib)               $25.00

FLAMINGO FRENZY (Johnson 12 USA) 
ML 36” Beautiful medium pink with slightly 
lighter falls. Shrimp-pink beards. (In Love 
Again X Secret Affair)                $35.00

FAVOURITE BEAU (Blyth 11 Aust) ML 39” Pure white 
standards over violet-black falls. Lighter starbursts around 
red beards. Wide, flared and ruffled with some show stems. 
Fabulous garden clump. (Advance To Go sib X Honourable 
Lord sib)                   $25.00

GET HYBRIDIZING! TEACH YOUR KIDS!

NEW!

NEW!
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FLUTTERINA (Blyth 09 Aust) M 38” Ruffled and laced in the ex-
treme. Good grower and some show stems. (Dearie sib X Louisa’s 
Song)                 $30.00

FOREVER BLOWING BUBBLES (Ghio 
07 USA) EML 33” Ruffled white self with 
white beards. What a beauty! HM 09 
(Bubbles Galore X (Arctic Express x (Dou-
ble Bubble x Delta Blues)))                $25.00

FRENCH LILACS (Keppel 08 USA) ML 
36” Sweet lilac confection. (sib to Crystal 
Gazer X Poem of Ecstacy)              $25.00

FOOLISH DREAMER (Keppel 11 USA) 
EM 40” Steely-lavender plicata markings 
on lemon ground. HM 13 (Charleston x 
((Rosarita x ((Rancho Rose x (Flamenco 
sib x (Roundup sib x April Melody))) x Gig-
olo)) x Power Surge)) X Dreaming Clown) 

$22.50

FREE TO DREAM (Blyth 14 Aust) EML 34”  Honey-yellow 
standards and a medley of colours in the falls. Wide and ruf-
fled, well-balanced blooms. Fertile, producing interesting 
seedlings. (Gypsy Lord X Carnival Capers)                 $45.00

FRIENDLY ADVICE (Keppel 12 USA) ML 
39” All over creamy-pink with hints of lav-
ender. Lavender peach-buff beards. Show 
branching and a good parent. ((Venetian 
Glass x Society Page) X Haunted Heart) 

$25.00

FOREIGNER (Johnson 06 USA) M 45”  
Dusky beetroot standards; falls darker 
with a lighter wire edge. Beards rust. HM 
09 (Hook X Romantic Evening)      $25.00

FRENCH BUTTERFLY (Blyth 14 Aust) 
VE-E 35” From pink-amoena line. Stand-
ards are white and falls white with a wide 
edge of violet to black stitching. Beards 
are old-gold. Fertile. Good grower. 
(Brushwork X ((((((((Holiday Lover x Love 
Comes) x Bygone Era) x ((Affaire x Choc-
olate Vanilla sibs)) x (Chocolate Vanilla x 
Electrique))) x (Mandarin Morning sib)) x 
(I’m Dreaming sib x Shiver of Gold sib) x 
I’m A Hussy sib))                $50.00

NEW!

NEW!
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GATHERING GOLD (Blyth 14 Aust) EM 33” Rich lemon-yel-
low.with standards heavily-flushed violet. Beards are white 
tipped orange. Lovely grower and fun parent. (P125-1: (N37-5: 
Lunch In Madrid sib) x (N196-2: Air of Mystery sib)) X (S213-1: 
Peal of Bells sib)       $40.00

GAMBLING MAN (Keppel 14 USA) M 38”  
Lemon standards; falls columbine -mauve 
with a light pineapple edge. Beards mus-
tard. (Silk Road X Roaring Twenties) 
                 $40.00

GOT THE MELODY  (Schreiner 09 USA) 
ML 36” Standards magenta-purple over 
white; falls white with wide magenta-pur-
ple band and stitching. Beards are white 
to yellow in throat. (I’ve Got Rhythm X 
Power Surge)                 $25.00

GRAND CANYON SUNSET (Schreiner 
11 USA) M 35” Standards and styearms 
apricot. Falls orchid-violet with deep apri-
cot rim. Tangerine beards. (Lovely Senori-
ta X Millennium Sunrise)               $27.50

GOING GREEN (Mego 08 Slov) ML 42” 
Standards white  with greenish-yellow 
midribs. Falls olive-yellow with a lighter 
edge. Beards mustard. HM 11 ((Silverado 
x Moonlight Sketch) X Aura Light)  $25.00

GALLIC SOFTNESS (Blyth 13 Aust) M 35” Gentle and calming. 
Plenty of show stems and a good grower. (Dinner Talk X Haunted 
Heart sib)             $25.00

GENTLE REMINDER (Keppel 14 USA) 
M 42” Standards are pale lemon; falls 
light lavender-blue. Beards yellow, laven-
der end. (Silk Road X Venita Faye) $35.00

GATEKEEPER (Blyth 13 Aust) EM 37” 
Standards are lemon veined honey-lem-
on. Falls mid red-brown over lemon with 
buff edge. Beards white tipped lem-
on-gold. Show stems. Fertile, giving some 
great seedlings. (L133-1: I’m Dreaming 
sib x L304-1: Platinum Class sib) X M38-
1: Wild Wings x Winning Edge) X Shiver of 
Gold))               $40.00

General Listing 2015-2016

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!NEW!
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GEORGETTE SILK (Blyth 14 Aust) L 35” Light-pink bubbly confection 
with a light rosy-mauve wash on falls. Beards are tangerine-orange. Show 
stems making a stunning clump in the garden. Fertile. Good grower. (In 
Love Again X Dinner Talk)             $45.00

GRAPETIZER (Johnson 09 USA) M 35” 
Standards are dark purple-black, some 
white at midribs. Falls are pristine white 
with a wide purple band and dotting. Rich 
deep blue beards. HM 11 (Storm Track X 
Blackberry Tease)               $25.00

HOPELESS ROMANTIC (Ghio 09 USA) 
ML 36” Palest pink, all bubbles and ruf-
fles. Beards tangerine, white at end. 
Huge flowers. HM 11 (Pedigree unknown) 

$25.00

GIRL’S GOT RHYTHM (Blyth 13 Aust) M 36” Light 
salmon-pink standards with rose infusion. Falls have 
a rose overlay with a lighter salmon centre. Vivid tan-
gerine beards. Wide, rounded form. Good branching. 
Fertile. (Gypsy Lord X ((05-114-A: Shoop 91-26 x Lo-
tus Land) x Decadence))    $40.00

HALLOWEEN TRICK (Ghio 07 USA) EM 
30” Ruffled apricot standards over smooth 
maroon falls. Tangerine beards. HM 09 
AM 12 (Gilt Trip pollen parent x (((Affaire x 
Romantic Evening) x Connection) x Star-
ring)))                $25.00

GRATEFUL RED (Schreiner 11 USA) EM 
36” All over red with a violet flash on falls 
and yellow beards, red at ends. (((Clear-
fire x Unforgettable Fire) x Saturday Night 
Live) X Rip City)               $25.00

HEARTY BURGUNDY (Keppel 12 USA)  
EM 40” Rich port-wine with mustard 
beards. (Involved Keppel seedlings X 
Regimen)               $30.00
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HERE COMES THE NIGHT (Schreiner 
09 USA) EM 36” Black self. Violet beards 
with buttermilk on end. Ruffled and flared. 
(((Adventurous x Magic Man) x Thunder 
Spirit) X Midnight Revelry)              $22.50

NEW!

NEW!

NEW! NEW!

Bearded Iris do not need to be cut back each year. Only cut back when you are 
replanting them. The foliage is there to make flowers for the next year by photosyn-
thesizing. If you remove it then flower quality may be reduced. Rather, pull away dead 

leaves and trim the tips if they have gone brown.
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HIGH CHANCELLOR (Blyth 14 Aust) M 
34” Ruffles and ruffles. Burnt tangerine 
beards. Good branching and fertile. (Q73-
1: (O21-3: Mandolin Wind sib) x (O 258-1: 
Puff The Magic x (L169-A: (J230-2: Enjoy 
The Party x Kathleen Kay Nelson) x Call-
ing)) X Show Your Colours)            $40.00

HONEYCOMB (Lauer 06 USA) EM 34” 
Ruffled butterscotch flowers with lighter 
patch on falls.Spicy fragrance. HM 08 AM 
12 (Crusader Rabbit X Fashion Designer) 

$25.00

HELLO BEAUTIFUL (Blyth 13 Aust) EM 40” Gor-
geous ruffled lavender amoena. Golden-tan stripe 
down centre of falls. Show stems. Light sweet perfume. 
Fertile, giving a great array of seedlings. ((R89-1:Al-
pine Harmony sib x (O228-4: I’m Dreaming sib x Plati-
num Class sib)) X (R38-1: (Wicked Woman x Popstar) 
x (Wedding Belle x Starring)))                    $40.00

HIGH OCTANE (Keppel 08 USA) ML 42” 
Stunner! Excellent branching. HM 10  AM 
12 (Tangled Web x (Charleston x ((Ro-
sarita x ((Rancho Rose x Flamenco sib x 
(Roundup sib x April Melody))) x Gigolo)) 
x Power Surge)))                $25.00

HORNBLOWER (Blyth 13 Aust) EM 36” 
A very smooth-flowing and satisfying col-
our. Well-branched. Fertility untried. (Gin-
ger Ice X Palace Symphony)          $30.00

I MUST HAVE IT (Black 11 USA) EM 35” 
Coppery-caramel with a blue-violet blaze 
below the burnt-orange beards. Ruffled 
and laced. (Romantic Gentleman X Stop 
Flirting)                 $30.00

GATHERING LIGHT (Blyth 14 Aust) VE 36” Standards are white, lightly 
suffused peach. Falls are soft rose-peach with a lighter edge. Beards are 
white tipped bright tangerine. Blooms are extremely ruffled and fluted. A 
good approach to a pink amoena and proving to be a lovely parent for 
many soft pastels and amoenas. Some show stems with 3 or 4 flowers 
out at once. ((((((Holiday Lover x Love Comes) x Bygone Era) x ((Affaire x 
((Chocolate Vanilla sibs)) x (Chocolate Vanilla x Electrique))) x (Mandarin 
Morning sib)) x I’m Dreaming sib) x Shiver of Gold sib) X Another Wom-
an)                          $40.00

HOLLYWOOD LIGHTS (Johnson 11 
USA) E 34” Ruffled blooms with creamy 
buff-apricot standards. Falls plush purple 
lightening to a buff-apricot edge. Orange 
beards. Sweet fragrance. (In Living Colour 
X Decadence)                $27.50

General Listing 2015-2016

NEW!

What an enchanting season Springtime 
is!
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ILLUSIONIST (Ghio 11 USA) L 42” 
Standards peach-pink. Falls creamy-pink 
with a blue-lilac rim. Tangerine beards. 
Beautifully ruffled. Fertile. (Secret Recipe 
X involved Marching Band sdlg)     $30.00

IN HIGH HEELS (Blyth 12 Aust) M 34” A wonderful display with huge 
ruffled and fluted blooms. Some show stems. Fertile. Sweet perfume. 
(Sweet Svengali X (O166-A: (M39-1: (Excuse Me Darling x Mayfair 
Mistress sib) x Chocolates and Silk sib) x Dinner Talk))             $27.50

ICONIC (Ghio 10 USA) EM 36” Rich ruf-
fled red with bronze beards. ((((Current 
Events sib x (unknown x Saturday Night 
Live)) x Trial By Fire sib) X (((Current 
Events x (Ritual x Saturday Night Live) x 
Current Events sib)))              $30.00

JAMAICAN DREAM (Schreiner 10 USA) 
M 39”  Standards yellow; falls purple. 
Beards orange to white at end. (Fit For A 
King sib X Parvin’s Pinot)               $25.00

INTUNE (Blyth 14 Aust) EM 36” All peaches and cream 
with white tipped tangerine beards. Plenty of buds and 
show stems. Fertile. (Another Woman X My Beloved)  
                                   $45.00

IMAGERY (Johnson 06 USA) ML 45” 
Standards and falls orchid. Ruffled. 
Beards tangerine with lavender ends. HM 
09 (Fallen Angel X Fogbound)        $25.00
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INSANIAC (Johnson 12 USA) M 33” 
Standards white with fine gold edge. Falls 
are white overlaid with red-violet lines ra-
diating out to a wide yellow edge. Beards 
tangerine. Very popular. (Bright Sunshiny 
Day sib X Painter’s Touch)             $45.00

JOVIALITY (Keppel 12 USA) M 34” Pure 
white standards flushed yellow at midrib. 
Falls are rich yellow with a white centre 
below dandelion beards. ((Smiling Faces 
x Sea Power) X Tour de France)    $35.00

NEW!

NEW! NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

FULL SUN
GOOD DRAINAGE
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IMAGINE THIS (Blyth 14 Aust) M 36” Soft pastel-lilac 
with deeper area on falls. Beards white tipped soft tan-
gerine. Lovely light ruffled form with plenty of buds and 
show stems. Fertile. (Avenue of Dreams X R95-2: Sud-
den Bliss sib)                          $35.00

JUST WITCHERY (Blyth 11 Aust) M 35” 
All gorgeous lace and ruffles in orchid, 
champagne and rose-magenta.Beards 
are vivid tangerine over white. Sweet per-
fume. Very interesting parent. (Decadence 
X Royal Sterling )              $45.00

JUST A FLING (L Blyth 14 Aust) EM 36” 
Golden-yellow standards. Lavender falls 
edged mid-brown. Beards white, tipped 
gold.Wide and lightly-ruffled blooms on 
show branching. Fertile. (Scottish Reel X 
(P33-a: Florentine Silk x Restless Heart 
sib))               $30.00 

KAUAI GOLD (G Sutton 05 USA) EML 
Re 37” Rich ruffled  gold self with gold 
beards. HM 08 (Gold Speculator X Oppor-
tunity)                $22.50

INFATUATE (Blyth 13 Aust) EM 26” Border 
Bearded.  Full, wide and ruffled. Very fertile giving 
amoenas in many shades. (I’m Dreaming X Ado-
ree)                $25.00

JUST PAST DAWN (Blyth 14 Aust) ML 
40” As wide and billowingly-ruffled as they 
come. Powder-blue with lighter centre on 
falls. Beards white tipped orange. (Cafe 
Bleu X Waterline)              $50.00

LEMON DRIFT (Blyth 14 Aust) M 40” 
Standards are lemon-yellow, closed and 
ruffled. Falls are white to softest cream 
and are lightly ruffled and flared with 
overlapping hafts. Beards old gold. Show 
stems. Virtually a reverse amoena. (Cam-
eo Minx sib X (R89-1: Alpine Harmony sib 
x (I133-7: I’m Dreaming sib x L304-1: Plat-
inum Class sib)))              $35.00

LADY OF LEISURE (Blyth 13 Aust) ML 
38” Beautifull fluted and ruffled with a 
lilting flair. Show stems abound. Strong 
sweet perfume. (Silk Run X (Keppel 02-
172C: Parisian Dawn x Decadence) 

$27.50

General Listing 2015-2016

If you live in a hot area, choose early to 
mid season flowerers (E-EM) as later vari-
eties’ flowers can fry on early hot Summer 

days
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LIQUID SUNSHINE (Blyth 12 Aust) EM 37” An exquiiste Iris with near 
perfect form. Standards clear lemon-yellow and falls creamy-white with 
a wide lemon-yellow edge. Beautiful show stems and delicious form. 
Fertile. (That’s All Folks X Another Woman)                  $25.00

LONDON WALK (Blyth 13 Aust) ML 
37”Form is gorgeous with plenty of show 
stems. Big plants and a dramatic show 
can be found in the garden. (Q37-A: Roy-
al Majesty sib x Keppel 02-204-A: (Crystal 
Gazer sib x Poem of Ecstacy) x Dance 
Recital)) X Romantico)              $30.00

LUXURIANT LOTHARIO (Blyth 08 Aust) 
EM 40” Ruffled and waved petals. Stems 
can have 3 flowers out at once but are a 
bit close for a perfect show stem. (Temple 
Spirit sib X Astrobubbles)                $25.00

MAMBO ITALIANO (Black 09 USA) ML-
VL 37” Heavily-ruffled rose-claret with 
burnt orange beards. (Regimen X Rustle 
of Spring)              $25.00

LOLLYSHOP (Blyth 14 Aust) ML 34” A lavender self. 
Stylearms have turquoise flecks. Orange-gold beards light 
up the bloom. Wide, overlapping petals and lilting ruffles. 
(Stop Flirting X Keppel 03-17G: Ringtone sib)          $40.00

LOREMASTER (Blyth 13 Aust) M 38”  
Flowers are full and wide and beautifully 
ruffled. Show branching. (Taffeta Tantrum 
X (P28-1:Jazz Band x Restless Heart sib)) 

$30.00

MAKE MINE MAGIC (Blyth 12 Aust) Em 
34” Quite an eye-catcher. Branching a bit 
tight for showing but plenty of buds make 
it a great show in the garden. (O248-1: 
(Winsome Dancer sib x (L285-1: Paint 
The Scene x Dream Lord) x Ocelot) X An-
other Woman)                                 $30.00

MANDRAKE (Blyth 14 Aust) EM 27” 
Border Bearded. Standards lilac with a 
rosy-tan infusion. Falls rosy-tan, deeper at 
hafts. Beards white tipped orange. Form 
is flared and ruffled. Show stems. Fertile. 
(S244-A: (P175-1: Kissable You sib x Ado-
ree) X (T130-1: Adoree x Love To Party)) 

$30.00
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NEW!

HYBRIDIZING IS FUN. HAVE A GO.....
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MONTMARTRE (Keppel 08 USA) VEM 
34” A luminata pattern that is the best in 
its class by far. Excellent branching. Fer-
tile. AM 12 Wister Medal 14 ((Moonlit Wa-
ter sib x New Leaf) X High Master. $25.00

MANGO RHYTHM (Blyth 14 Aust) EM 34” Flowers are flared 
and nicely-ruffled. Lots of buds but may be a bit tight for showing. 
Magnificent colour. Sweet perfume. Fertility untried. (Honey Drip-
per X (P157-A: ((L280-1: (G75-A: (E99-1: (B132-2: Holiday Lover x 
Love Comes) x Bygone Era) x (E158-2: (B202-1: Affaire x (Z55-3: 
(X108-2 x X108-10: Chocolate Vanilla sibs)) x (B164-1: Chocolate 
Vanilla x Electrique))) c (G63-G: Mandarin Morning sib)) x (L133-1: 
I”m Dreaming sib)))              $45.00

MIDNIGHT PASSION (Keppel 08 USA) 
ML 32” Cherry-red standards over rich, 
velvety, red-black falls. Beards are vivid 
tomato. ((Night Game x (Tomorrow’s Child 
x (Showbiz x Villain)) x Gallant Rogue)) x 
sib) X Fiery Temper)                $30.00

MAYAN DUSK (Blyth 13 Aust) ML 34” A unique colour 
combination. Plenty of flowers on good stems. Makes a 
great display. Fertile. Could give many interesting patterns 
as it has Electrique in its background. (Looking Beautiful X 
Johnson T77-D: Guatemala sib)             $30.00

MASTER AT ARMS (Blyth 13 Aust) M 
38”  Majestic, rich mulberry self. Wide, 
flared and lightly-ruffled flowers on show 
stems. Fertile. (Stop Flirting X Hornblow-
er)                 $25.00

MEGARICH (Blyth 13 Aust) EM 35”  
Enormous blooms on good stems. Light 
sweet perfume. Good parent. (Another 
Woman X (O303-A: (L304-1: Platinum 
Class sib x (M31-1: Wearing Rubies x En-
noble))))               $25.00

General Listing 2015-2016

MUSIC OF THE SURF (Blyth 12 Aust) 
Superb branching and growth.  Fertile. 
Pedigree could give anything. (Let’s Romp 
x Careless Whisper) X (Treasure Trader x 
(Wintry Sky  x Mango Daiquiri sib)) $22.50

MOONLIT AVENUE (Blyth 13 Aust) M 
36” A leaning towards green. Flowers are 
huge on well-branched stems. Fertility un-
tried but an interesting pedigree. (Kissable 
You sib X Magic Happens)             $25.00

If the Iris leaf tips are brown, get 
the scissors on them
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NEW!

NECTAR OF THE GODS (Black 07 USA) ML 38” 
Standards are apricot to butterscotch. Falls are yel-
low gold with butterscotch hafts and paler below large 
fuzzy orange beards. Masses of small flowers on well-
branched stems. Vibrant. (Cordoba X (Goldkist x Taunt)) 

$25.00

ORANGE KING (Schreiner 08 USA) M 
40”  Standards and falls orange with or-
ange beards. HM 10 ((Orange Blossom 
Special x Elegant Impressions) X (very 
involved pink Schreiner sdlgs.)       $30.00

MOMENT TO SAVOUR (Blyth 13) ML 37” A self of light to medium blue, 
slightly deeper at midribs. Beards are white tipped yellow. Flowers are full, 
very wide and beautifully balanced. Plenty of show stems. Good grower. 
Fertile. What a beauty! (Cafe Bleu X Waterline)                    $25.00

MY LADY’S MANOR (Remare 13 USA) 
M 40”  Blue-white self. White beards 
tipped yellow with blue ends. Fabulous 
branching. ((Helen Dawn x Sea Power) X 
My Beloved)               $40.00

NOTHING BUT CLASS (Blyth 12 Aust) 
M 36” Flower is completely ruffled with 
light lace particularly on the wide, overlap-
ping falls. Stems beautifully branched with 
3 flowers out at once. Musky perfume. 
Good parent for pastel tones. Gorgeous. 
(Thundermaker X Stop Flirting)      $25.00

MUSICA ROMANTICA (Williamson 07 
USA) ML 33” Pastel -pink standards with 
pale peach-pink stylearms. Falls pas-
tel-pink blended to cream-pink. Beards 
white tipped tangerine-red. (Haute Cou-
ture X Feminine Wiles)               $25.00
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PARIS MEMORY (Blyth13 Aust) ML 34” 
Standards are light apricot-peach and the 
falls are red-violet to burgundy-violet with 
a wide blended edge of soft beige. Beards 
are vivid tangerine. Flowers are wide and 
lightly ruffled. Plenty of show stems and 
colour galore for the garden. (Let’s Romp 
X Gypsy Lord)                $30.00

PERCEPTION (Ghio 11 Aust) EML 35” 
Ruffled white standards. Falls white with  
light blue-violet rim. Gold beards. (Excep-
tionally involved Ghio sdlgs)           $35.00

NEW!
NEW!

NEW!

A dressing of garden lime in the winter can help 
combat leafspot by altering the soil pH and prevent-
ing the fungi from growing in the  soil for a while

    GIFT VOUCHERS
YOU CAN ORDER A GIFT VOUCHER FOR A GARDENING FRIEND OR FAMILY 
MEMBER. JUST TELL US HOW MUCH YOU’D LIKE TO SPEND AND WE WILL 

POST IT BACK TO YOU OR ONTO YOUR NOMINATED FRIEND.
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General Listing 2015-2016

MYSTERIOSO (Blyth 13 Aust) EM 36” Quite a colour combination. Lovely 
show branching and a very sweet perfume. Gives fine seedlings and is fairly 
dominant in transmitting variations of its colour pattern. (L133-1: I’m Dream-
ing sib x L304-1: Platinum Class sib) X (L133-7: I’m Dreaming sib x L304-1: 
Platinum Class sib))                $40.00

PEAL OF BELLS (Blyth 14 Aust) EM 37” A vibrant 
colour, unique in its toning. Standards are apricot 
flushed rose. Falls are a deep rosy-tan lightening a 
little at the centre and around the rims. Beards are 
deep tangerine. Well-branched stems and lightly-ruf-
fled flowers show themselves off to perfection. Fertile. 
Good parent. (Sweet Svengali X Adoree)         $50.00

PIRATE QUEEN (Blyth 12 Aust) VVE-E 
34”  Often begins flowering in mid Sep-
tember. Show stems. Has given some 
lovely seedlings. (Adoree X (L133-7: 
I’m Dreaming sib x Platinum Class sib))               

$30.00

POLITE APPLAUSE (Ghio 11 USA) ML 
33” Standards light pink. Falls pink over-
laid violet, deeper at the edges. Beards 
tangerine. (Secret Recipe X involved 
Marching Band sdlg)                       $30.00ORANGE MUSIC (Blyth 13 Aust) ML 

35” A complete self of rich orange-apri-
cot. Lightly ruffled, wide and semi-flaring. 
Lovely branching with show stems. Large 
beards are vibrant red-orange. (Ruben-
esque X Downtown Man)                $35.00

PETTICOAT SHUFFLE (Schreiner 10 
USA) M 34” Standards palest lavender on 
white. Falls white with violet-purple wire 
rim edge. Beards white, yellow in throat. 
(Got The Melody X Shaft of Gold) $30.00

PRIMALUNA (Blyth 13 Aust) EM 36” 
A complete self of lemon-yellow. Beards 
gold. Flowers are full and round. Show 
stems and a light perfume. Fertile. (House 
Guest X Dream Team)                    $25.00

PINK AVENUE (Schick 06 USA) M 36” 
Shrimp-pink self. Lightly ruffled and laced. 
Beards pinkish-orange. ((Debbie Reyn-
olds X (McKay x Role Model))        $22.50

NEW!

NEW!

Bearded Iris will not continue flow-
ering if planted in the shade. An 
open, sunny position is best. The 
sun on the rhizomes this year makes 
the starch that helps produce the 

flower for next year.
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RIDE THE WAVES (Blyth 11 Aust) ML 38” Full, wide and ruffled 
and beautifully-formed marine blue-violet. Beards lavender tipped 
white.Pronounced sweet perfume. (Raging Tide X Stop Flirting) 

$22.50

ROARING TWENTIES (Keppel 09 USA) 
ML 38” Very ruffled light apricot and grape 
juice. Beards white tipped rusty-orange. 
HM 11 (Poem of Ecstacy X Decadence) 

$35.00

SANTORINI (Schreiner 08 USA) ML 36” 
Quickly makes a superb show in the gar-
den. Show stems. HM 11 ((Stormy Night 
x sib to Indigo Princess pollen parent) x 
Emperor’s Delight) X Nehalem Bay)  
               $25.00

PRETTY KITTY (Keppel 10 USA) VL 34” Fabulously ruffled 
flowers in creamy peach-pink. Firecracker beards, coral at 
end. (Kitty Kay X Vienna Waltz)               $30.00

SAMARKAND ROAD (Blyth 09 Aust) 
M 36” We think the picture tells more 
about the colours than words ever could. 
(Braggadocio x Prince George) X (Prince 
George x Sharpshooter)                 $22.50

REPERTOIRE (Johnson 11 USA) L 35” 
Yellow-green standards flushed violet. 
Falls pastel violet ith golden-brown hafts 
and precise gold bands. Beards are yel-
low-orange. ((Brussels sib x Presentation) 
X Temple of Time)                           $30.00

RUBY ROYAL (Blyth 12 Aust) ML 
35” Flared and ruffled flowers on well-
branched stems. Fertile. Promising parent 
coming from all bicolour breeding. (Roy-
al Majesty sib x (Hold My Hand x Deca-
dence) X Obsessed sib)                 $30.00
SASSY SISTER (Blyth 14 Aust) M 38” 
Champagne-peach standards and falls 
smooth light magenta.Beards tangerine. 
Huge wide blooms. ((Undercurrent x Pa-
risian Dawn) X Dinner Talk)            $30.00 SASSY SISTER

NEW! NEW!
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ROYAL MYSTIQUE (Blyth 14 Aust) M 37” Standards are 
lilac; ruffled and fluted. Falls are velvety purple-black with a 
lilac wire edge. Beards are white tipped tangerine. Flowers 
are ruffled, fluted and very wide with overlapping hafts. Lots 
of lace. Makes a lovely display. A few show stems. ((Let’s Be 
Brazen x Crowns For Credit sib) X Just Witchery                 $45.00

General Listing 2015-2016

SEA FOR MILES (Blyth 13 Aust) M 36” Quite the most lovely light to 
mid-blue we have grown. Superb branching and gorgeous form. A light 
sweet perfume. (Adriatic Sea X Waterline sib)                            $40.00

SHE CAN TANGO (Blyth14 Aust) M 36” 
Icy-blue standards with lavender flush-
ing at midribs. Falls are lavender blend-
ed deeper at the edge. Beards are cop-
pery-tangerine. Lovely ruffling and fluting. 
Show stems abound and it is proving to be 
a great parent for many colours. (Hold My 
Hand X Waterline sib)              $35.00

SPENDTHRIFT (Keppel 12 USA) EM 
36” Buff-apricot standards lightly flushed 
violet. Falls are buff-apricot splashed and 
dotted purple. Beards golden poppy. A 
pretty luminata. (Happy Now pollen parent 
X Entangled)               $35.00

SEA CRUISE (Keppel 12 USA) M 36” 
Standards are blue-white; falls a light to 
medium cornflower-blue. Beards blue-
white, yellow in throat. Excellent branch-
ing. ((Haut Les Voiles X (Act Three x Sea 
Power))                  $30.00

SILVER STREAK (M Sutton 05 USA) M 
36” Standards are rose-violet streaked 
and marbled white. Falls are plush ma-
roon irregularly streaked silver-white. 
Beards are yellow and have rose peta-
loids. Pronounced spicy fragrance. (I’ve 
Got Rhythm X (Gnu’s Flash x Apollo One) 

$27.50

SKY GAMBLER (Blyth 14 Aust) M 35” 
Icy blue-white standards with lavender 
flush at midrib. Falls have a lavender-blue 
even wash over white. Texture veining and 
a lighter edge. Beards are soft orange. 
Flowers are large, ruffled, fluted, semi-flar-
ing and very showy. Show branching and 
loads of buds. (Waterline sib X Palace 
Symphony)                                     $35.00

SMART MONEY (Ghio 10 USA) EM 36” 
Standards are cream with deeper midrib. 
Falls cream with yellow shoulders and 
edge band. Light violet lines and speckles 
in centre. Beards yellow. Lots of bloom. 
HM 12 (involved Decadence sdlg X in-
volved Romantic Evening sdlg)      $35.00

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!
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STAY STYLISH (Blyth 14 Aust) EM 37” Standards soft pas-
tel-lavender with a hint of olive at midribs. Falls are brilliant 
gold with a slightly lighter area below the old-gold beards. 
Ruffled flowers are beautifully balanced. Super garden dis-
play with some show stems. Fertile; producing lovely seed-
lings. (Certain Magic X (R41-4: ((((((Holiday Lover x Love 
Comes) x Bygone Era) x ((Affaire x ((Chocolate Vanilla sibs)) 
x (Chocolate Vanilla x Electrique))) x (Mandarin Morning sib)) 
x I’m Dreaming sib) x ((Platinum Class sib x I’m Dreaming 
sib))                   $40.00

STYLISH EDGE (Blyth 14 Aust) M 35” Classy amoena with pure 
white standards. Falls are washed lavender with a large white star-
burst pattern spreading over half the falls and all set off with a lav-
ender-brown ruffled stylish edge. Beards are vivid tangerine. Well 
balanced blooms on show stems. Fertile. (Wedding Belle x Starring) 
X (Advance To Go sib)               $35.00 

STRAWBERRY SHAKE (Keppel 12 
USA) M 36”  Beautiful, ruffled, laced and 
flared pink self with lighter area on falls. 
Beards are shrimp-pink. Super branching. 
Great parent. (In Love Again X (Crystal 
Gazer x Adoregon sib))                   $35.00

STAR APPEAL (Ghio 09 USA) EM 
38” Strawberry-pink self with tangerine 
beards. Lightly ruffled and flared. HM 11 
(Picture Book sib X (Natural Blond sib x 
Magical Encounter)                         $35.00

STRUT (Johnson 09 USA) ML 34” Stand-
ards orchid-mauve. Falls velvety black 
with metallic sheen. Dark brown beards. 
(Guatamala sib X Starring)             $25.00

SORBONNE (Keppel 09 USA) ML 38” 
Very ruffled and fluted plicata. Rusty 
port-wine on cream. Beards white tipped 
brown. Show stems. AM 13 (sib to High 
Octane pollen parent X Drama Queen) 

$25.00

STOLEN SWEETS (Black 09 USA) ML 
35” Creamy-white with narrow gold rim on 
both standards and falls. Beards yellow, 
orange in throat. Sweet fragrance. HM 11 
AM 13 (Fundamental X Jersey Bounce) 

$25.00

STYLIZED (JOHNSON 09 USA) ML 35” 
Standards are white. Falls heavily-washed 
medium-lavender blending to an icy-white 
band. Beards brown tipped orange..(Blan-
ket of Snow X Starring)                  $25.00

NEW!

NEW!
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General Listing 2015-2016

SUN SHINE IN (Keppel 10 USA) EM 35” 
Wide lemon-yellow flowers. A glaciata 
from plicata breeding. Clean and pristine 
with plenty of buds and branching. AM 14 
(Moonlit Water sib x New Leaf) X High 
Master)                 $22.50

SWEET ALIYA (G Speirs 09 Aust) 
ML 33” Ruffled pink self with bright red 
beards. Pronounced fragrance. (Letter 
From Paris X Sweet Nancie)          $22.50

SUDDEN BLISS (Blyth 12 Aust) EM 38”  Ruffled, fluted and 
well-balanced form. Branching is excellent with show stems 
aplenty. Lovely parent. (Glad All Over X Adoree)               $25.00

SWEET TALKING WOMAN (Blyth 14 Aust) VE-M 36” A self 
of soft pink with coral-pink beards. Full, wide and lightly-ruffled 
blooms. It makes a prolific clump. (Q37-1: Keppel 99-139B: 
Royal Majesty sib x (Keppel 02-204-A: (96-45GG: Crystal Gaz-
er sib x Poem of Ecstacy) x Dance Recital)) x Romantico) X 
Head Over Heels)                    $35.00

TAFFETA PRINCESS (Blyth 13 Aust) M 
36” Smoky to slate mauve. Falls slight-
ly lighter. Beards white tipped tangerine. 
Flowers are extremely ruffled and wide. 
Lots of buds and flowers and some show 
stems. (Raise The Curtain X Another 
Woman)               $30.00

STREET SCENE (Blyth 14 Aust) VE 34” 
Standards are yellow, lightly flushed violet. 
Falls are blended violet lightening towards 
the beige outer edge. Old mustard beards. 
Very wide, fluted and gently ruffled blooms 
on show stems. Fertile. Fascinating pedi-
gree could be the basis for many colours. 
(In High Heels sib X I’m A Hussy)   $35.00

SUNRISE ELEGY (Schreiner 12 USA) 
M 39” Standards bright yellow. Falls 
are cream with a yellow rim. Rich yellow 
beards. (Savannah Sunset sdlg X Guada-
lajara sdlg)                $30.00

SYRIAN HILLS (Schreiner 12 USA) ML 
37” Standards peach-buff. Falls deep vio-
let with some veining around large orange 
beards. ((Regal Affair x Conjuration) X un-
known)                 $25.00NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

Plant your Iris in the sunniest spot in the garden. Feed them in early 
Spring with a balanced fertilizer and again in Autumn. Keep them free 
from weeds and ground cover that may cover the rhizomes. Replant 

every 2 to 3 years, immediately after flowering for best results.
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TASTE OF HARMONY (Blyth 14 Aust) EM 34” Honey-cream 
standards with some rose flushing at the midribs. Falls are hon-
ey-cream with an overlay of soft rose, lightening at centre. Beards 
vivid tangerine. Wide, flared and ruffled with some show stems. Fer-
tility untried as yet. (Romantico X Peal of Bells)            $45.00

TOWN FLIRT (Johnson 11 USA) M 39” 
Standards medium pink. Falls creamy-
white with pink hafts that blend outwards 
to pink edges. Beards shrimp-pink tipped 
white. Sweet fragrance. (Heart of Glass X 
LaRue Boswell)                $35.00

THAT SONG (Blyth 13 Aust) EM 35” Has 
lots of flowers, making a great show. Plen-
ty of show stems. Light sweet perfume. 
Fertile. (Legerdemain X Adoree)    $25.00

TUNNEL VISION (Keppel 10 USA) EM 
38” Mulberry-purple plicata on a cream 
ground. HM 12 (Charleston x ((Rosarita x 
((Rancho Rose x Flamenco sib x (Round-
up sib x April Melody))) x Gigolo) x Power 
Surge)) X (Storm Track x Drama Queen)) 

$30.00

TEN ALL ROUND (Blyth 13 Aust) M 40” Every stem a show 
stem on this beautifully full and ruffled bloom. Standards are 
pale lavender and the falls are red-violet with 1/4” edge of lilac. 
Beards are white, heavily tipped tangerine. Fertile. ((Let’s Be 
Brazen x Crowns For Credit sib) X Just Witchery)          $45.00

TRULY KISSED (Blyth 14 Aust) M 35” 
Standards are pure white. Falls are white 
with a wide band of blue-violet complete-
ly around each one. Beards are vivid or-
ange. Plenty of buds and good branching. 
Emma Cook pattern, not a plicata. ((Gyp-
sy Lord x Queen’s Circle) X Gypsy Lord) 

$40.00

TORONTO (Johnson 11 USA) EM 36” 
Standards are peach-buff. Falls a rich 
velvety maroon with paler edges. Burnt 
orange beards. Very ruffled. Sweet fra-
grance.                 $30.00

TUSCAN GLOW (Blyth 13 Aust) ML 36”  
Honey-tan standards, deeper at midribs. 
Falls blended lavender over honey-tan. 
Beards orange over white. Good grower. 
Show stems. (Royal Orders sib X Cat-
walk)                                                $30.00

NEW!

GROWING IRIS IN POTS
Some varieties will fail if potted and others will not reach optimum size and quality. If 
they have to be potted for a short transitional time, this is fine. If it’s for the year, use 
a large tub with plenty of root space and use a good potting mix with added balanced 

fertilizer. Repot every year for best results.
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TIMELY KISS (Blyth 13 Aust) VE-M 26” Border Bearded 
Standards open palest lilac and fade to white. Falls are or-
ange with a tan infusion. Beards are white tipped orange. 
Nicely ruffled blooms. Show stems. Fertile. (Alpine Harmony 
sib X Adoree)                   $25.00

VOLCANIC GLOW (Keppel 12 USA) M 
36”  Ruffled standards are yellow overlaid 
reddish-brown. The falls are red-brown 
with a velvety wash and a narrow yellow 
edge. A white heart and dart below beard. 
Beards white tipped golden-lemon. Vi-
brant, popular luminata. (Montmartre X 
Lip Service)               $45.00

TUSCAN SUMMER (Keppel 10 USA) 
M 38” Beautifully ruffled flowers with 
portwine standards and a yellow ground 
on falls heavily-stitched portwine. AM 14 
(sib to High Octane pollen parent X Drama 
Queen)                $30.00

TOUCH OF GOSSIP (Blyth 13 Aust) ML 34”  Standards are medium 
tan with intricate veining. Falls are light tan with a wash and overlay 
of soft lavender and a deeper tan edge. The flower is highlighted by a 
rich chestnut overlay at the hafts around bright gold beards. Wide and 
nicely ruffled  blooms with show branching on strong stems. Lovely 
sweet perfume. (Cinnamon Bells X unknown)              $45.00

WEDDING NIGHT (Ghio 09 USA) EM 32” 
Solid black-purple standards. Falls white, 
lined and dotted and edged purple-black. 
Beards same. HM 11 (Inside Track X Bub-
ble Bubble)               $25.00

UNINHIBITED (Ghio 11 USA) ML-VL 
38”  Standards are light orange and falls 
an orange sunburst onto wide maroon 
bands with narrow orange rims. Beards 
are tangerine. (Involved Decadence sdlg 
X Marching Band sdlg)                   $40.00

General Listing 2015-2016

WATERLINE (Keppel 12 USA) EM 37” 
Standards are light blue and falls are blue-
white with a light blue edge band. Beards 
white tipped red. Good branching. Good 
parent. (Restless Heart X Dance Recital) 

$35.00

WISHES GRANTED (Keppel 14 USA) M 
37”  Standards are peach-cream. Falls are 
lobelia-blue, lighter towards edge. Beards 
are tangerine-orange. Well-branched with 
heaps of flowers. Fertile. (Silk Road X 
Roaring Twenties)               $35.00

NEW!NEW!

NEW! NEW!

NEW!
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IRIS PALLIDA AUREA VARIEGATA
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WHAT NOW MY LOVE (Blyth 14 Aust) M 36” Standards are beauti-
fully blended apricot and the edges are ruffled and very lacy. Falls are 
creamy-white, shading to apricot and there is a blended lemon edge. 
Wide, full, semi-flared and lacy, showing off the vivid orange-tangerine 
beards. Branching is strong with a few show stems. Fertile. (Kissable You 
X O175-A: Dreamalot sib)         $45.00

WONDERS NEVER CEASE (Black 07 USA) EM 40” 
Creamy-white standards over plum-rose sanded and dot-
ted falls. Very ruffled. HM 09 (Time Will Tell X (Dream of 
Gold x Epicenter))            $25.00

WICKED ROMEO (Blyth 14 Aust) EM 36”  Standards 
are honey-peach to light caramel. Falls are purple, light-
ening at the centre and show a lighter edge.The fall re-
verse is grey and shows prettily with the ruffles. Beards 
are purple tipped bronze. Flowers are beautifully ruffled 
and well-balanced. Plenty of buds with show branching. 
Fertile. (Another Woman X Treasure Trader)         $40.00

YES SQUIRE (Blyth 14 Aust) M 36” Standards are bright golden 
yellow. Falls are similar with an overlay of mid-brown, including 
brown veining and dotting. Yellow edge. Beards rich gold. Flow-
ers have lovely ruffled form on super show branching. Masses of 
bloom give a glorious display. ((Hello It’s Me x (Puff The Magic x 
(Enjoy The Party x Kathleen Kay Nelson) x Calling)) X Adorano-
va)                      $35.00

YES SQUIRE

Iris pallida aurea variegata M 36” One of the original species of 
bearded Iris from which the modern-day varieties were derived. 
Very tough and drought-resistant. They require a sunny and 
well-drained position and go dormant in winter. They dis-
play their lovely variegated foliage from Spring until late Au-
tumn. They have lavender flowers with a gorgeous perfume. 
Also one of the sources of orris root powder from dried and pul-
verised rhizomes.                                $12.50 each / 3 for $30.00
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AGUA FRESCA
M 39”

ANOTHER WOMAN
VVE 38”

AMBERTIME
M 33”

ASTRO BLUE
M 35”

BETWEEN DREAMS
M 34”

BEAUTY SCHOOL
ML 36”

BLACK IS BLACK
M 37”

BE ORIGINAL
EML 33”

BOLSHOI
L 35”

BROKEN HEART
ML 43”

ALL ABOUT BLUE
ML 40”

ARE WE IN LOVE
M 37”

ANCIENT SECRETS
EM 35”

ASK ME NICELY
M 36”

BOLDLY GO
ML 36”

BRILLIANT IDEA
M 36”

SPRING RIOT - TALL BEARDED IRIS SPRING RIOT - TALL BEARDED IRIS  $20.00 each

$20.00 each, Any 10 for $170.00
Any 50 for $750.00 (plus postage)
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BUBBLES ALL ROUND
M 35”

CAFE D’AMOUR
M 37”

CENTER LINE
M 34”

CHOCOLATES & SILK
VEM 36” Re

CHENILLE
ML 38”

ELECTRIC CANDY
M 36”

DREAMALOT
EM 34”

CORAL SPLENDOR
ML 38”

COOL CHARLOTTE
EM 36”

COLOURABLE
ML 36”

BUBBLING WAVES
VE 38”

CAMEO MINX
EM 36” Re

CHAMPAGNE JOURNEY
EM 35”

CLOUDBASE
E 36”

CHESTNUTS ROASTING
ML 34”

DRINKS AT SUNSET
M 36”

EVENING TIDINGS
M 36”

COSMIC CONNECTION
ML 38”

COPPER CLOUDS
M 35”

COMFORTABLE
EM 38”

SPRING RIOT - TALL BEARDED IRIS
SP
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  $
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.00

 ea
ch

$20.00 each, Any 10 for $170.00
Any 50 for $750.00 (plus postage)
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EXPECT WONDERS
EML 34”

FOR LOVERS ONLY
EM 37”

FIRST WAVE
ML 33”

FREEDOM SONG
EM 37”

I’M A HUSSY
EM 38”

HIDDEN KISSES
EM 40”

GRAND CLASSIC
M 40”

GLAMORAMA
ML 35”

FEUDALISM
EML 38”

FOREIGN SCANDAL
M 38”

GET MY NUMBER
M 37”

FLORENTINE SILK
ML 40”

FRILL OF IT ALL
ML 38”

JAMAICA ME CRAZY
ML 38”

IN THE MORNING
M 36”

IN BEAUTY
ML 37”

I’M BACK
M 36” Re

HONEY DRIPPER
EM 36”

HEAD OVER HEELS
VEM 36”

GOLDEN PANTHER
M 35”

SPRING RIOT - TALL BEARDED IRIS SPRING RIOT - TALL BEARDED IRIS  $20.00 each

$20.00 each, Any 10 for $170.00
Any 50 for $750.00 (plus postage)
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SPRING RIOT - TALL BEARDED IRIS
SP

RIN
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T -
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  $

20
.00

 ea
ch

$20.00 each, Any 10 for $170.00
Any 50 for $750.00 (plus postage)

KISSABLE YOU
M 38”

LORD OF MAYFAIR
ML 35”

OXFORD COUNTESS
EML 42”

OBSESSED
M 37”

NOUVEAU RICHE
VE-E 40”

NICHE
EM 26”

MOONLIT WATER
EML 36”

MINDFUL
M 37”

MERRY AMIGO
VEM 37”

MAYFAIR MELODY
M 36” Re

MATTERS OF THE HEART
M 38”

JAZZ BAND
M 36”

LESLEY MY LOVE
EM 33”

MAGIC MASQUERADE
L-VL 44”

KATARINA
M 36”

LIMERENCE
ML 35”

MARCHING BAND
ML 38”

JEALOUS GUY
ML 37”

LEGALLY ORANGE
EM 38”

LOST IN LOVE
ML 37”
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SPRING RIOT - TALL BEARDED IRIS SPRING RIOT - TALL BEARDED IRIS $20.00 each

$20.00 each, Any 10 for $170.00
Any 50 for $750.00 (plus postage)

STAYING ALIVE
EM 34”

SNAPARAZZI
M 36”

SAFFRON DRIFT
VVE-M 37”

ROGUE TRADER
ML 35”

PSYCHIC READER
ML 36”

PHOTOGENIC
ML 35”

PAGAN KNIGHT
M 42”

SPRING MADNESS
ML 35”

SECRET RECIPE
EM 33”

RUSSIAN VIOLET
ML 36”

PLATINUM PASSION
ML 40”

PASSIONATELY YOURS
EM 36”

SNAPSHOT
M 32”

SEA POWER
M 37”

RUBY TORCH
M 36”

RECKLESS ABANDON
M 38”

PLATINUM CLASS
ML 34”

PARISIAN DAWN
ML 36”

POLKA
EM 38”

PEGGY ANNE
EML 36”
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SPRING RIOT - TALL BEARDED IRIS
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$20.00 each, Any 10 for $170.00
Any 50 for $750.00 (plus postage)

STERLING TRADER
ML 40”

SWEET SVENGALI
M 36”

SUGAR BOMB
ML 44”

THAT’S ALL FOLKS 
M 40”

STRUT YOUR STUFF
ML 38”

TANGO EXPRESS
ML 34”

SUNBLAZE
EM 35”

TRULY WICKED
M 38”

STYLE TRAVELLER
M 36”

TEMPO ROUGE
M 34”

SWEET KISSES
M 35”

THAT’S HOT
EM 39”

UPPER HAND
L 40”

WEDDING BELLE
EM 40”

VIENNA WALTZ
M-VL 36”

VENUS BAY
VE 36”

VENITA FAYE
EML 38”

UNCHARTED SEAS
ML 38”

UPTOWN LADY
L-VL 33”

TWILIGHT RAPTURE
L 35”
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CINNAMON BELLS
ML 36”

CATCH A CLOUD
M 37”

BLACK SUITED
ML 36”

DECADENCE
M 38”

DEVILICIOUS
ML 36”

DRACULA’S KISS
ML 36”

DREAM TICKET
ML 36”

COPATONIC
M 35”

CATWALK
ML 36”

BOLLYWOOD
ML 42”

CHASED BUT CHASTE
ML 37”

CAFE VIVA
ML 36”

BLACK PHANTOM
M 38”

DANCING STAR
EM 39”

CHAMPAGNE AND 
STRAWBERRIES M 38”

BOULEVARD JAZZ
M 33”

RAINBOW FIELDS - TALL BEARDED IRIS RAINBOW FIELDS - $12..50 each

$12.50 each, Any 10 for $100.00 (plus postage)
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RAINBOW FIELDS - TALL BEARDED IRIS
$12.50 each, Any 10 for $100.00 (plus postage)

ENCHANTER
EM 40”

GILT TRIP
ML 40”

MAGICAL
ML 37”

JUST CRAZY
EM 38”

ITALIAN MASTER
EM 36”

FASHIONISTA
M 38”

GYPSY LORD
ML 40”

NOBLE DRAGON
ML 38”

LOUISA’S SONG
EM 42”

JAYCEETEE
E 37”

FRENCH CANCAN
ML 33”

HE CAN DANCE
M 36”

OREO
M 31”

LOVE TO PARTY
EM 36”

JUICY RUMOURS
M 35”

FRILLED TO BITS
M 40”

HEART OF GLASS
L 33”

OUT OF THE DARK
ML 40”

MAGIC HAPPENS
EM 35”

HOT DANISH
ML 36”
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JUICY RUMOURS
M 35”

HEART OF GLASS
L 33”

MAGIC HAPPENS
EM 35”

RAINBOW FIELDS - TALL BEARDED IRIS
$12.50 each, Any 10 for $100.00 (plus postage)

PICCADILLY PARTY
EM 38”

RHYTHM OF LOVE
ML 35”

SPOT STARTER
VE 36”

ROMANTIC LYRIC
L 35”

POSTER GIRL
EM 36” 

RARE FIND
ML 37”

RAVEN GIRL
ML 39”

ROMANTICO
M 32”

RIPPLING RIVER
M 36”

RED SKIES
EM 36”

SCOTTISH REEL
EM 34”

RITZY
M 37”

PARTY’S OVER
EM 34”

RESTLESS HEART 
M 38”

SPICE LORD
M 36”

RODEO GIRL
M 40”

STANDING PROUD
L 36”

STOP FLIRTING
ML 38”

STARRING
ML 33”

STREET SENSATION
M 37”

RAINBOW FIELDS - $12..50 each
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ch RAINBOW FIELDS - TALL BEARDED IRIS
$12.50 each, Any 10 for $100.00 (plus postage)

TERRACOTTA BAY
ML 40”

WILD ANGEL
ML 42”

SUNDAY CONCERT
VE 37” Re

WHISPERING SPIRITS
ML 35”

TEXAS RENEGADE
M 37”

WINTRY SKY
EM 36”

VOLTAIRE’S CLOAK
EM 38”

YAQUINA BLUE
M 38”

WEDDING KISS
ML 38”

        CAN YOUR IRIS CHANGE COLOUR?
We are often asked this question and the answer is a resounding NO! with the one qualification: 
weed killers, when sprayed, (especially in winter when the Iris  start to move) can drift onto a plant 
and the flowers can open faded and contorted. (Some look fabulous, so you can experiment with 
this!) They usually recover and flower normally the next season if not resprayed. 
Another point is that Irises grow quite vigorously and when you originally plant them a bit close, 
they can quickly intermingle and then when you dig them to replant they get muddled up as they all 
look quite similar when the flowers are finished. Easy to do. Best to plant them a good 45 cm apart 
to allow them their own space to increase.
Also, when  clumps get too crowded and are not adequately fed, they wont be able to produce 
flowers while clumps around them may continue to flower which makes it appear that some colours 
have changed. Just carefully dig up and replant overcrowded clumps with some all-purpose ferti-
lizer in the soil.

If Iris could change colour our nursery would look very interesting with muddled 
colours everywhere. But it doesn’t; they are all in neat groups in definite rows. 
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BLUESMAN (Blyth 15 Aust) M 22” Lav-
ender-blue standards and smooth violet 
falls. Beards are violet tipped creamy-
gold. (Kinchin sib X Music of the Surf) 
Sdlg No: X81-2                               $20.00

FLAMINA (Blyth 15 Aust) EM 23” Ochre-
gold standards and red-brown falls with 
a fine honey edge. Beards are laven-
der tipped burnt gold. ((Yoda X (Another 
Woman x Gatekeeper sib)) Sdlg No: X75-
2                                                     $20.00

SCRIPTED (Blyth 15 Aust) M-VL 20” 
Standards are icy blue-white. Falls are 
creamy white with soft lavender plica-
ta stitching around lower falls. Hafts are 
brown stitching over lemon. ((Hotness x 
Piccolina) X (Another Woman x O303-A)) 
Sdlg No: W111-2                $20.00

DATE ME (Blyth 15 Aust) M 20” Soft 
salmon standards and slightly deeper 
salmon falls. Beards are white tipped lem-
on. Extremely involved seedlings: (U30-1 
X V342-X) Sdlg No: X88-3              $20.00

MODERNA (Blyth 15 Aust) M 19” Icy 
blue-white standards and mid-violet falls 
deepening to black-violet at hafts. Beards 
are soft blue tipped white. (U27-2: very in-
volved sdlgs X Music of the Surf) Sdlg No: 
X87-4                                              $20.00

ROYALISM (Blyth 15 Aust) EM 20” 
Standards are violet and falls are vio-
let with black-bronze hafts. Beards are 
bronze over blue. (Kinchin sib X Music of 
the Surf) Sdlg No: X83-2                $20.00

SUGARMIST (Blyth 15 Aust) ML 20” 
Soft blue-white with lavender beards 
tipped tangerine. (U27-2: very involved 
sdlgs X Music of the Surf) sib to Moderna 
Sdlg No: X87-7                               $20.00

COOL CALL (Blyth 15 Aust) EM 24” 
Standards are white and falls white with 
a crescent of lavender-blue below white 
tipped gold beards. (Riveting X (Chocolat-
ier sib x Infatuate)) Sdlg No: X71-3 $20.00

GODIVA (Blyth 15 Aust) ML 20” Icy-blue 
standards, similar coloured falls deepen-
ing at the hafts. Beards are blue tipped 
muted tangerine. (Kinchin sib X Music of 
the Surf) Sdlg No: X 83-3               $20.00

MEDIAN BEARDED IRIS 
NEW INTRODUCTIONS 2015-2016

M
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Median Iris are a cross between Tall 
Bearded and Dwarf Bearded Iris and their 
average height of 2 ft (60cm) comes be-
tween the two. Ideal for small gardens and 

windy areas
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BAHAMA BLUES 21”
$20.00

BANTER 22”
$8.00

BEAMING 23”
$8.00

CALLISTO 24”
$10.00

BLAME HEIDI 24”
$15.00

GLOWGIRL 22”
$10.00

DEVIL MAY CARE 24”
$8.00

COFFEE COVE 24”
$8.00

BOTTLE OF BLISS 22”
$10.00

GO CHLOE 24”
$8.00

DRAMATICO 25”
$8.00

COLOURSONIC 22”
$15.00

BOUNCE 25”
$8.00

GRANDESCENT 23”
$12.50

ELVEEN 22”
$12.50

DAZZLING 26”
$12.50

BROKEN PROMISE 18”
$12.50

HAPPY NOW 20”
$8.00

FIREWALKER 22”
$12.50

BEN THE DRAGON 23”
$8.00

Median Bearded Iris - General Listing
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CHOOSE ANY 10 OF THE $8.00 DWARF AND MEDIAN VARIETIES FOR $65.00
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I’M WICKED 25”
$10.00

LOVE THE LOOK 20”
$8.00

JO BANGLES 18”
$8.00

PRIMAL 24”
$12.50

PARTY BOY 20”
$10.00

NEON BLUE 22”
$8.00

IRISH DARLING 20”
$10.00

PERSNICKETY 25”
$8.00

ORCA 25”
$15.00

MASKED BANDIT 26”
$8.00

LINE DRIVE 20”
$12.50

RUBY SLIPPERS 22”
$8.00

PARTYGOER 25”
$8.00

NOD YES 18”
$8.00

HE’S A PIRATE 25”
$8.00

LISSOM 22”
$12.50

IT’S AMAZING 19”
$12.50

ROMEO’S PASSION 22”
$8.00

PALAVER 20”
$10.00

MAGIC PULSE 23”
$12.50

M
edian Bearded Iris - General Listing

Median Bearded Iris - General Listing
CHOOSE ANY 10 OF THE $8.00 DWARF AND MEDIAN VARIETIES FOR $65.00
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VOLANDRO 23”
$10.00

WHAT ABOUT ME 27”
$12.50

WILD NUTMEG 20”
$8.00

WITCHWORK 25”
$8.00

Median Bearded Iris - General Listing

SAFARI SUNRISE 26”
$8.00

STAR IN THE NIGHT 25”
$10.00

SIZZLING 22”
$12.50

SAY RED MTB 21”
$12.50

STORM SONG 20”
$8.00

SO PETITE 24”
$10.00

SCENE IN PINK 20”
$8.00

SYNERGY 25”
$8.00

SOLEIL 26”
$10.00

SELF INDULGENCE 19”
$10.00

TIPTOE DANCER 20”
$8.00

TOMFOOLERY 23”
$10.00

TRIPOD 26”
$8.00

UPTOWN FASHION 24”
$10.00

TIC TAC TOE MTB 24”
$12.50

SPECTATOR 22”
$10.00
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CHOOSE ANY 10 OF THE $8.00 DWARF AND MEDIAN VARIETIES FOR $65.00
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SRI LANKA  22”
$20.00

OMAR’S GOLD 18”
$8.00

SUSPECT 23”
$20.00

Median Bearded Iris - General Listing

Aril Bred / Aril Med Iris A
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ZANZIBAR ZING 20”
$12.50

OCTAVE 15”
$20.00

EGYPTIAN QUEEN 24”
$12.50

KALIFA’S HORN 24”
$12.50

YODELLER 22”
$12.50

EYE TO EYE 18”
$15.00

NOBLE WARRIOR 33”
$20.00

WITH ICE 19”
$8.00

PARABLE 20”
$20.00

DESERT SNOW 25”
$20.00

FLECKS AND SPECKS 30”
$20.00

Median Bearded Iris require 
the same conditions as Tall 
Bearded Iris - they just take up 
less room.They generally flower 
after the Dwarf Iris and before 
the Tall Bearded so extend the 
bloom season somewhat. They 
also grow reasonably well in 

large pots.

Median Bearded iris - or Intermediates, derive mostly from crossing Tall Bearded Iris (TBs) with Standard Dwarf Bearded Iris 
(SDBs)
Because of the unusual chromosome numbers that result from these crosses, most varietes are sterile. However, as the bearded 
iris gene pool becomes more complicated with more generations of seedlings, some modern Intermediates are somewhat fertile. 
Often seedlings resulting from crossing these fertile varieties have many of their size proportions out of classification: either huge 
flowers on short stems or very small flowers on tall stems. It can be fun but frustrating trying to flower seedlings that are nicely 
balanced and worthwhile, let alone having good proportions combined with good clean colours.
Usually  when we make crosses for Intermediates, we consider it the end of the line and if nothing worthwhile results we do not 
keep going with that line; we try different crosses. The strike rate is fairly low on raising really good Intermediates because of this 
problem.

These fabulous Iris come from a range of species mostly from the Middle East. They have been hybridized with Tall Bearded Iris so 
we now have plants that are more suitable to our climate. They prefer a well-drained and sunny position and love a bit of extra lime 
around them during winter.
They have rather scruffy foliage that tends to die down in Summer although, with extensive hybridizing we are getting better foliage. 
Try your hand and see how you can improve the colour and pattern range yourself.

Try your hand at raising some 
of these beauties. Cross them 
with Tall Bearded Iris, pick the 
seed in Jan-Feb, when ripe; 
plant the seed in May and 
plant out your seedlings in 
October-November. The next 
year you get to evaluate them 
whilst having planted out your 
next batch of seedlings. Start a 
healthy addiction...
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AGREEMENT (Blyth 15 Aust) VE 14” 
Re Soft smoky pink with smoky tones 
and smoky texture veining. Beards 
prominent lavender, tangerine in throat.
(U33-4: (S94-X x Dreamerino)) X (S89-
1 x Piccolina) Sdlg No: W18-3   $15.00

OFF GUARD (Blyth 15 Aust) EL 14” 
Butter-yellow standards and butter-yel-
low falls with large burgundy signals. 
Beards white. (Bossy Boots X Riveting)                       

$15.00

TALLICA (Blyth 15 Aust) VE 10” 
Soft melon self with slightly deep-
er hafts. Beards are melon-apri-
cot. (V4-1: very involved SDB 
sdlgs) X (Gigglefit sib x Aquiver) 
x Dreamerino)) Sdlg No: X21-2                                                      

$15.00

BAFFLE 12”
$8.00

CELEBRATE 15”
$8.00

ALL IS BRIGHT 14”
$12.50

BUTTERED 12”
$8.00

BLUEBERRY TART 11”
$$8.00

CLEAR BLUE SKY 13”
$10.00

CHART 14”
$8.00

BAD INTENTIONS 13”
$8.00

CAPICHE 14”
$8.00

BUSTER 14”
$8.00

COOL EYES 10”
$8.00

CHIMU 14”
$8.00

Dwarf Bearded Iris - General Listing

Dwarf Bearded Iris - New Introductions
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CHOOSE ANY 10 OF THE $8.00 DWARF AND MEDIAN VARIETIES FOR $65.00
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KISS ME PINK 14”
$8.00

JOLLIENCE 13”
$8.00

LEOPARD PRINT 12”
$8.00

JUICY TIDBIT 14”
$10.00

INTO THE SUNSET 13”
$10.00

GIG 10”
$8.00

DECORUM 13”
$12.50

ELECTRIFYING 15”
$10.00

GRACIANO 10”
$8.00

GIDDY 14”
$10.00

CRAISIN 12”
$8.00

DEVOTED 13”
$8.00

JOKING 15”
$8.00

GOING IN CIRCLES 13”
$10.00

DEVIL’S NIGHT 14”
$8.00

FOOL FOR YOU 12”
$8.00

IN CAHOOTS 12”
$10.00

GIGGLEFIT 10”
$8.00

DARK MATTER 11”
$8.00

DYNAMIC 12”
$10.00

Dwarf Bearded Iris - General Listing Dwarf Bearded Iris - General Listing
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Dwarf Bearded Iris - General Listing
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OUTSPOKEN 12”
$10.00

MATADOR’S CAPE 13”
$10.00

THUMBTACK 12”
$8.00

SOMETIMES 14”
$8.00

SATIN ACCENT 14”
$10.00

LITTLE SWEDEN 11”
$10.00

POPCORN PETE 12”
$10.00

TODDLER 12”
$10.00

SUAVETTE 14”
$8.00

SLOW BURN 11”
$10.00

LILI 14”
$10.00

PERCHANCE 10”
$8.00

ULTIMATE 13”
$8.00

SPICE SISTER 15”
$10.00

SKY OF BLUE 15”
$8.00

MAGLISSA 10”
$10.00

PROSPECTUS 9”
$8.00

YODA 12”
$8.00

TASMAN SEA 14”
$10.00

SMOOTH AS 14”
$10.00

CHOOSE ANY 10 OF THE $8.00 DWARF AND MEDIAN VARIETIES FOR $65.00
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My hybridizing program has now been running since 1962, and so after 55 years and looking back on it I can see subtle alterations to goals and the 
results that occurred as they have had a good chance to mature.The original idea was basically to improve bicolours and amoenas in the Tall Bearded 
Iris world because at that time they had been neglected and the quality and form of the self colours and plicatas far exceeded them. In the second 
year of the program a specific idea was added and that was to find a quality pink amoena; that is a Tall Bearded Iris with pure white standards and 
clear pink falls. This clarification of a specific goal was begun with the flowering for me, for the first time, of Sunset Snows. It raised by Jean Stevens 
in New Zealand and it was called a cocoa pink amoena and truly at the time it was amazing and so exciting to someone just starting out. It was like a 
lottery win, particularly when the first seedlings flowered. That story about Sunset Snows has been written about many times and is quite well known. 
Another aspect of the Sunset Snows line of seedlings that was noted at the time was their earliness of bloom, so that is what I want to write about in 
the first part of these notes.
    Most of the modern varieties of Tall Bearded Iris back then and today were raised in America from many different hybridizers who were all looking 
for serious improvements in their own breeding program. Examples that can be traced back through pedigrees of today’s modern American Iris,for 
example are: that David Hall worked with pinks, the Sass Brothers had a great range of pastel colours that were grown in cold late spring areas, 
Kliensorge’s browns, Paul Cook’s dominant amoenas from Progenitor, Jim Gibson’s plicatas and the many colours from Schreiner’s are just a few of 
the many famous early breeders with breeding programs that went back to the 30’s and just after the end of WW11. These American Iris are the basis 
for nearly everything raised and introduced today in America.
   One of the factors about them that is often remarked upon here in Australia is that they are often late blooming. This is fine for America and other 
Northern hemisphere climates where late frosts can cause ruination of early flowering varieties. Here in Australia late varieties are not always 
appreciated and in fact often avoided in inland areas because they can get cooked or “microwaved” as I have heard it called, by the onset of hot 
weather which can start in some areas in late October at peak bloom. 
With this in mind, about 30 years ago I started to make specific crosses for early varieties as I thought by extending the season by adding a good range 
of early flowering varieties, we could enjoy the bloom season for as long as our Northern hemisphere friends. Just add plenty of very early varieties to 
the mid season bloomers in the garden and unless one is completely addicted to Iris (Iris Virus), avoid the late varieties. That was the idea.
   Over the past 15 years we have started to add quite a few very acceptable early varieties and recently, some very early varieties that flower along 
with the Dwarf Iris and some even flower before the Dwarfs begin.
There are so many early varieties now mixed in our breeding program that when the seedlings are viewed, as they begin to flower, when compared 
to crosses I made in America, using modern American varieties, the difference is quite remarkable. 

After growing and observing crosses made for earliness for many years, and without any scientific trials, I noticed that the genetic factor for earliness 
was recessive. This being so, the problems of selection make it more difficult to select early varieties with other desirable characteristics as most 
of these other desirable characteristics are also recessive. Getting everything to show up in the way of colour, form, branching etc as well as early 
flowering time is a process of slow elimination. It has taken many years and is now giving good results. Most of the quality selections are bicolours and 
bitones, although some early yellows are very acceptable such as Primaluna and Aura of Glamour. There is a long way to go to increase the colour 
range along with other desirable traits and have them all early. We want early blues, blacks, pinks, although a few Ghio pinks are very early, and so on.

How can we improve the chances of getting more early varieties into the gene pool? When hybridizers first started to intercross collected 
species that make up the basis of today’s modern Tall Bearded Iris, they no doubt tried everything available. Much of this work was done in the 19th 
century in France and England and generally the collected species, although coming from all parts of the world, including very cold places and much 
warmer (earlier flowering) places, the cold tolerant varieties won out because of the climate the seedlings were being grown in and the suitable 
selections made. The more tender species would have struggled in these climates, so very little genetic material would have been passed on to the 
selections being made at the time, but some slipped through and occasionally show up in some pedigrees of known early flowering American varieties.          
  
 If you think about the types of Tall Bearded Iris that are naturally early, the most prominent possibly are the plicatas and plicata derivatives. If one 
makes crosses for luminata Iris for instance, most are really early flowering and seedling crosses are usually well finished before other colour patterns 
are beginning to flower. This is very noticable in the Keith Keppel seedling beds. This is gradually changing as luminatas are being crossed to later  
flowering varieties, making some modern luminata varieties mid season. It is the reverse of what I have been trying to do.
   
When I examine the complex pedigrees of the very early varieties that I have named and the few very, very early seedling selections I have, I see 
continually the Sunset Snows line occurring over and over. When we go back and look at Jean Stevens’ breeding records and the pedigree of Sunset 
Snows, we see Youthful Charm as one parent crossed with yellow amoenas that were crossed to pinks. Youthful Charm is from generations of yellow 
amoenas crossed to pinks. Unfortunately some of Jean Stevens’ records pertaining to this period were lost, so we do not really know what she used 
exactly in her breeding program, but New Zealand has a mild climate, so I think she was able to use more tender varieties in her work to bring forward 
the earliness that shows up today in the Sunset Snows lines.
   
 On looking further into some of my pedigrees, I find some early flowering Gibson plicatas and plicata derivitives and some early flowering pinks from 
very involved pedigrees from Joe Ghio. If one thinks about this further, both Jim Gibson and Joe Ghio made their crosses in the southern part of 
California, so their climate is more amenable to the tender or early flowering varieties. Hence I was able to add them into many of the crosses I make 
and I still look for early flowering varieties from Joe Ghio and any one else who has quality early flowering named varieties that could give some new 
and or improved colours and qualities to my breeding lines for earliness.There are numerous other factors also involved in this early flowering program 
but space here prevents exploring it without it becoming bogged down in facts that do not really matter.

11th October 2014 Here can be seen the distinct difference in crosses made 
in America in May 2012) and crosses made in Australia in October 2012.
The 4 beds on the right have no bloom showing in early Spring and the 
bloom on the left and far right were crosses made in Australia, highlighting 
the years of selecting for early flowering varieties.

6th October 2013. Again, the 6 beds on the left that are  crosses 
made in America in May 2011 have no bloom and the flowering rows 
on the right are crosses made in Australia in October 2011. As a 
comparison, the bed in the centre each side of the sprinklers are 
Standard Dwarf Bearded and intermediates just coming into bloom.
This shows how early the seedlings begin flowering.

HYBRIDIZING NOTES - FLOWERING TIMES
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W39-1: (U151-1: Island Drumbeat sib)) X 
Olive Windows     

U151-1

Red Skies

       R50-2 
Mysterioso sib

   Olive Windows
(see pedigree below)

Red Skies (Ghio) pedigree....
(House Afire x 97-135-R2: (U94-5E, unknown, x Saturday 
Night Live)) X 99-62-C2, Trial by Fire sib

Mysterioso sib (Blyth) pedigree..... 
(R50-2: (L133-1, I’m Dreaming sib, x L304-1, Platinum 
Class sib) X O228-4: (L133-7, I’m Dreaming sib, x 
L304-1, Platinum Class sib)

X

Note.... Sunset Snows is in the R50-2 pedigree 
many times, so this is one side for the reces-
sive trait.

Lots of Sunset Snows in Olive Windows pedigree

This seedling, W39-1 is very interesting and I am considering it for naming. Reading my notes from last Spring, I was able to set a seed pod on this on 
September 21st. This is before I could expect to have seed pods set on Dwarf Bearded Iris. W39-1 began flowering in early September and has done 
so now for 3 years. The earliest of any Iris that has good qualities. It also sent up a further bloom stem in early December, far too late for good flowers. 
The seed pod was very small and had small flat seed. There were 37 of them and normally I would have considered them useless but because they 
were from such an early cross, I planted them. I checked last week (mid July) and 17 had germinated already, so that shows that one should never 
throw away “poor looking” seed. It may well germinate.

Olive Windows

Another Woman

Pirate Queen

Decadence is (Temple of 
Time x Louisa’s Song)

X
Bursting Bubbles
(Ghio early flowering pink)

Adoree is

O228-4 is

L280-2: (G75-2: (E99-1: (B132-2: (Holiday Lover x Love Comes) x 
Bygone Era) x E158-2: (B202-1: (Affaire x Z55-1: (X108-2, Chocolate 
Vanilla sib x X108-10)) x B164-1: (Chocolate Vanilla x Electrique))) x 
G63-G, Mandarin Morning sib) X L133-2, I’m Dreaming sib

  (L133-7: I’m Dreaming sib) X (L304-1 Platinum Class sib)

Olive Windows is the earliest flowering variety we have 
introduced so far. It is a new introduction for this year. It 
is very fertile with Tall Bearded and Dwarf Iris.
It is very floroferous and stands cold and rough weather 
very well. There are plenty of early flowering recessive 
varieties on both sides of the pedigree.

H191-1: (C188-1: 
(A153-5, Cafe Ris-
que sib, x Z51A-3, 
Wild Vision sib) x 
D88-A, Celestial 
Choir sib) X Double 
Bubble

Venetian Glass x Society Page) 
X Haunted Heart
Haunted Heart (Keppel) is: (Blyth 
N48-X: (Royal Sterling x Keppel 
99-42Y: (Last Laugh x 95-49B: 
(Electrique x Romantic Evening))) 
X Blyth N213: (Hello It’s Me x 
Reckless in Denim))

Love Match

Friendly Advice

X

Kiss The Princess

Frostfall is introduced this season. The pod parent Love Match 
has numerous doses of Sunset Snows in Cafe Risque and 
Wild Vision. 
 The pollen parent is the result of crossing a Keppel seedling 
with Haunted Heart and it was hybridised by Keith Keppel in 
our garden. Note its parentage has many doses of Sunset 
Snows using Blyth seedlings. It is extremely fertile as pod & 
pollen.

is

is

Kiss The Princess is my favourite very early bloomer.
It will be introduced next year. It is fertile but very difficult 
to set pods.
Adoree on one side has lots of Sunset Snows in its 
background and so has Love To Party. He Can Dance sib 
has Sunset Snows occuring many times.
Kiss The Princess was the 10th selection made from the 
cross so it had virtually all very early siblings. It stood out 
for colour and quality, was still extremely early, (flowering 
with Olive Windows and Frostfall), so was the final and 
only selection to be saved from the cross.

Purist

Frostfall

Purist is a sister to Frostfall from the 
same seed pod and flowers 5 to 6 weeks 
after Frostfall. So it is very, very late. 
This is an interesting side note as its 
genes are for lateness. With tetraploid 
Iris, the range of possibilities is endless 
and surprising. Purist is also introduced 
this season. It is a step towards a green 
Iris. Very fertile

Adoree

see pedigree   
above

Love To Party

(Keppel 99-43C, Gypsy Lord sib, 
X H165-9, He Can Dance sib)

is

X

X

X
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If you are interested in making crosses for early flowering Iris, then check the pedigrees and see if the two parents you are planning on crossing 
together have the varieties with the recessive gene for earliness. This will save you an extra generation before the early ones start to show up.
If you cannot find pedigrees in catalogues you have at hand you can look them up on the computer. There are two good sources.
The one we use mostly is through the American Iris Society   http://www.irises.org/ Then click on emembership. There is a fee to belong to this section. 
and you can then access the Iris Registration information.
The other source is free and is on the same website. Go to the site and click on encyclolopedia, then click on Tall Bearded and follow the directions.
This is Twiki and it has pedigrees and in many cases photographs.
Apart from the varieties mentioned on the previous pages, the following are a few that may be available to you in your garden and will give early 
varieties.
CINDERELLA’S SECRET and VENUS BAY are sisters to PIRATE QUEEN and are very early and fertile. FLASHINATOR is very early and is from 
ANOTHER WOMAN and an early-flowering sister to Platinum Class that also has the Sunset Snows heritage. HEAD OVER HEELS is also fairly early 
and has  LOUISA’S SONG behind it. Its pollen parent is a Ghio Iris, Treasured, and is early to mid season and it is the variety that gives Head Over 
Heels its growth characteristics like branching, ruffle and vigour. MEGARICH has Another Woman and the early Platinum Class sib behind it. MAKE 
MINE MAGIC is from Another Woman. PRIMALUNA has numerous doses of Sunset Snows in its pod parent HOUSE GUEST. AURA OF GLAMOUR 
is from Head Over Heels and Oxford Countess is its grandparent, so lots of nicely formed very early seedlings should be expected.
These are just a few to think about. If you want to start your own particular line, you can always save pollen from very early varieties in the fridge and 
use it later in the season on some quality mid to late varieties and back cross the seedlings next generation. The world is your oyster.

Each flowering season there are always some standout seedlings flowering for the first time, at least as far as colour and form go. Whether they 
stand several years of further evaluation remains to be seen. Many Iris hybridizers, particularly those with small gardens ask “How is this variety or 
that variety as a parent” Because of the vast range of Iris available on the market today, no one can say for sure. The only way really is to try the cross 
and see what happens. We cannot even try all our own varieties as parents. There is just not the time to do it, let alone the space to grow them all.
Last year we showed some results from Magical from the spring of 2013. In the spring of 2014 we had many more from Magical that were superb. 
We also featured Sorbonne and Petticoat Shuffle as parents as well as a few other varieties and seedlings. We had a lot of positive feedback about 
doing this, so we will show a few more from our seedling selections’  photographs.

We will start with Valley Of Dreams which is a new introduction this year. We knew when we first saw it bloom that it could 
become an important parent for new bicolour patterns as well as who knows what else. It was one of those “twitchy fingers” 
sort of varieties for me for hybridizing Iris. It comes from Thrillionaire X a pink amoena Border Bearded, an Infatuate sib.
Thrillionaire was a similar but paler colour to Valley of Dreams and was going to be introduced last year, however even 
though it was registered and test grown in America, when I saw it flowering in America I was horrified and thought it would 
not make the grade as I had this new seedling that was eventually called Valley of Dreams. Thrillionaire was not introduced 
so we could jump a generation and introduce something far better. The first crop of seedlings have flowered and we saved 
a few that are shown below. We have many more to flower and no doubt other keen bicolour hybridizers will be wanting to 
try it as well.

Valley Of Dreams

Y26-1: (Better 
Than Butter X 

VOD)

Y36-1: (VOD X 
Colours Of The 

Wind sib).  

Y53-1: (W66-1: 
Thrillionaire x ?) X 

VOD

Y48-1, 2 & 3: (W53-1: Complex Hello Beautiful 
seedling X VOD)

Y103-1 & 2: (Lost In Dreams sib X 
VOD)

Y59-1, 2, 3 & 4 : W72-5: (Hello Beautiful seedling X V229-4: Argyle Knight sib) 

W72-5 V229-4

Neither of the parents are available yet, however Hello Beautiful is a super parent and 
the seedling shown here W72-5 will no doubt get a name in a couple of years. V229-4 is 
a sib to this year’s introduction Argyle Knight. It would have been named and introduced 
this year but there are not enough rhizomes yet. Should be next year. It is interesting for 
us because of the variegata pattern of V229-4. We have been working for years to get 
more ruffle and form into variegatas (yellow standards and red-brown falls) and along 
comes this pastel seedling (W72-5) It gives the ruffle, form and bands on the edge but the 
variegata has been wiped out, so that we have at least another generation to try and get 
a ruffled variegata, though if you look at the picture of Argyle Knight in the front pages of 
the catalogue, you will see it has some ruffle.

Y58-1

W72-4

U329-4

This seedling, on the right, Y58-1 was 
one of the most pleasing last season 
mainly because of the colour. It was 
a new colour pattern and it has width, 
branching and buds. We will look at it 
closely this coming spring.
It comes from W72-4, a sister to W72-5 
in the images directly above. However it 
will not be named but shows the rim and 
ruffle we are getting from Hello Beautiful. 
The pollen parent has not been kept 
because it is not different enough.

x

x

Y59
parents
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V281-4: (T196-1: (R85-Y: 
Heart of Dreams sib) x (R41-

4: (P157-1: (N275-2: 
(L280-1: (G75-A: (E99-1: 
(B132-2: Holiday Lover x 

Love Comes) x Bygone Era) 
x (E158-2: (B202-1: Affaire 
x (Z55-3: (X108-2 x X108-
10: Chocolate Vavilla sibs))
x(B164-1:Chocolate Vanilla 

x Electrique))) x (G63-G: 
Mandarin Morning sib)) x 

(L133-1: (J141-1: Girl Thing 
sib x G63-B: Mandarin 

Morning sib))) x (L115-B: 
Shiver of  Gold sib)) x (O228-
4: (L133-7: I’m Dreaming sib) 
x (L304-1: Platinum sib)))) X 

Infatuate)

U262-1 Head Over Heels X 
(R61-1: (O118-1: Popstar x 

Looking Beautiful) x Adoree))

X228-10

X228-6

X228-B

X228-D

X228-2

X228-4

X228-7

X228-B

X228-3

X228-5
X228-9

X228-C

X228-6

X228: (V281-4 X U262-1)

Our long term project is to produce a true quality pink amoena. It is an on going complicated search and has proved 
much more difficult than I could ever have imagined. It was begun in 1962-63 with the first flowering and crossing of 
Sunset Snows. Among many things we have found, one stands out and that is that the so called recessive amoena 
is not always recessive and it can often be dominant over violets and blues. That makes it exciting.
The seedlings shown here are a selection from the most productive cross to date and even though there is not a 
true amoena among them, as they all have some pink tonings in the standards, they are very rewarding and some 
beautiful Iris are among them. It will take 2 or 3 more seasons to evaluate them. In the meantime many have been 
used as parents and we will see the first seedlings in October 2015.
Because of the quality of these seedlings, neither parent will be named.   

Keppel 09-85G: Reckless 
Abandon x  (Reckless 

Abandon x (Starship Enterprise 
x (Sharpshooter sib x 

Sharpshooter)) x Jazz band))

Super Hero(Ghio)

Cross X188

X

X188-A X188-B

=

We only had 3 seedlings in this 
cross and this was the result. 

Lovely segregation, giving one 
plicata and one non-plicata. 

Possibly worth making the cross 
again, but not having access to 
both parents together I have just 
continued forward making plicata 

crosses with them.
When Super Hero settles down 
from Quarantine, we should be 

able to catalogue it.
The Keppel seedling awaits further 
evaluation in Keith’s garden. I 
know one sib has been named.

X237-A 
Another colour 
pattern coming 
from the search 

for a pink amoena. 
Gorgeous colours

T209-1

S213-2 In High 
Heels sib

Chasing Destiny

Stylish Edge

V292-1

V299-1

X

X237-A

x

x

PINK AMOENAS - X228 progeny
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We have been asked by a few customers how we enjoyed our first spring with no open days, hoping, some said, 
that we missed it so much that we would open again. Well, in some ways it felt as if there was something else we 
should be doing, like cutting flowers for a display or cleaning up around the car park. Then it would hit home and 
we could do what ever we wanted. We could take pictures of the Iris when the light was right instead of having 
to make do with what ever time was available. We could spend much more time evaluating the seedlings as well 
as looking at all the named ones without rushing past. We could enjoy the Iris for what they really are: gorgeous 
rainbow packages of joy. Once we became used to the idea of being closed during bloom season it was very 
relaxing and although we had to make constant explanations to calls about being closed, it was fine. We had the 
best spring ever. So, no, we will not be opening again in bloom time. We know a lot of people were disappointed at 
not being able to call and we regret that. 
We have cut back further with our catalogue and we know it has the same number of pages, it is just that we made 
the photos bigger for moor detail for you to look at. We will be cutting back further in the next couple of years 
just featuring the new and recent introductions of ours and some newer introductions from overseas. We are still 
importing from the best hybridizers in the US and just over a year ago the Government made it less expensive to 
import Iris with the elimination of compulsory electron microscope scanning and ELISA tests. We can also import 
through a registered importer which is less expensive than the Government quarantine facility. It is still expensive 
but about half of the cost it used to be so that pleases us greatly.
We hope you enjoy this catalogue and continue to love Iris as we do.          Happy gardening. 
                                                                                                                                                                  Lesley & Barry

CULTURAL NOTES FOR BEARDED IRIS
BEARDED IRIS LIKE.........
1.  Sunny for at least half the day, preferably afternoon sun.
2.  Well drained. A must or they will rot.
3.  Replanting immediately after flowering. December to January. However         
they can be moved at any time but flowering can be disrupted.
4.  Cover rhizomes in Australia with 1 to 3 cms of soil as a mulch. Do not     
leave them exposed to the sun or they will scald. 
5.  Planting at least 35cm to 45cm apart.
6.  Breaking up and replanting at least every 3 years for good quality and  
    quantity of bloom.
7.  On planting use a balanced fertilizer that will last 3 to 9 months. Give  a  
side  dressing of a balanced fertilizer in early spring.
8.  Watering when replanted, then once established, a good soaking once 
every week or two is sufficient.
9.  Being kept free of weeds and competing ground cover.
10. Not having to compete with other perennials. It acts as shade and they  
      won’t flower well. Planting in a bed with Roses or on their own is ideal.
11. A good winter dressing of garden lime. Bearded Iris prefer a neutral to  
      slightly alkaline soil, although they do well in a slightly acid soil above pH6

BEARDED IRIS DO NOT LIKE.......
1. Shaded gardens, particularly heavy deciduous trees and shrubs. This stops summer  
sun ripening the rhizomes for next year’s flowers.
2. Wet situations, particularly over winter. This will rot the roots and prevent growth and   
flowering. If it is wet for a long time, the rhizomes can rot away.
3. Having their rhizomes exposed. This is OK for the northern hemisphere, but in      
Australia it is too hot and rhizomes do not appreciate it. They get scalded.
4. Mulch of any type. This can cause rot as well as shade, preventing flowering.
5. Being crowded. Break up and replant every 2 to 3 years for consistent results.
6. Having rich, nitrogenous manures unless balanced with a phosphorus and potassium 
fertilizer. Do not use just animal manure or blood and bone as it will make lots of leaves 
and few flowers.It can also cause rot and severe leaf spot in summer.
7. Being overwatered. Soak well when watering then let be for 1 to 2 weeks in summer.
8. Weed infestation or other plants crowding them. It acts as shade and prevents     
    flowering. Best planted on their own or well apart from other perennials.
9. Being grown in pots. Some varieties will fail if potted. Others struggle and never   
    reach their optimum size and quality. If they have to be potted for a short transitional  
time, this is fine. If it is for all the year, use a large pot or tub at least 12” (30cm) diameter. 
Use the best potting mix available and repot every year.
10. Having their foliage cut back each year. It will cause less flowering next season.  
      Only cut it back when transplanting.

                                                           OFTEN ASKED QUESTIONS ABOUT BEARDED IRIS
Why won’t my Bearded Iris flower?  This can be caused by a number of factors and usually a combination of more than one. Planting in too much shade. Overfeeding 
with animal manure or blood and bone, or the reverse, no feeding of anything. Planting too deep. Cover only with 1 to 3 cms of soil. Planting so high that the rhizomes 
are exposed to extreme sun and wind blowing them around. Also mulching with lawn clippings or other organic matter. Don’t mulch, it acts as shade and can cause them 
to rot. A soil mulch is sufficient. Over or under watering can also cause problems. They need replanting every 2 to 3 years or overcrowded, starved Iris will not flower. 
They are a bit like people. Give them a bit of room and ideal conditions and they will perform well. 
When is the best time to replant my Iris? Best time is immediately after flowering; generally late November through til the end of January. They can be moved later but 
next season’s flowering can be disrupted. If you have to move your Iris at another time, it’s ok but expect flowers to be smaller, or the stems tipping over in spring.
My Iris have changed colour or all gone white. Iris cannot change colour. Usually what occurs is they grow into one another and get mixed, then the wrong plant is 
replanted. If you use weed killers such as Roundup near Iris, it can affect plants and cause flowers to go whiteish and contort. If they recover, the colour will return.
How long can Iris stay out of the ground? Ideally they should be planted immediately on lifting, but can be left in a cool dry place for several weeks.Keep the rhizomes 
DRY, not moist, as they will rot.

HOSTAS

Robert Dodson
141 Princes Highway
Yarragon 3823
Ph: 0403 197 983

Thanks 
again to 
all of those 
customers 
who made 
the Hosta 
ride fun.

Spring 2015 Pearcedale

For all  those of you who are interested in growing Hostas, we pass on the de-
tails of a very keen and knowledgeable Hosta grower who is a friend of ours: 
Robert Dodson. He doesn’t always get good phone reception where he lives so it 
might be advisable to write for his list. Handing over to you, Rob.......
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